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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For effective management of freeway systems, it is of critical importance

to assess the impacts of various operational strategies before implementation.

Developing a reliable traffic simulation program which can test and evaluate

"what if" operating policies is an essential element in determining the best

management and design scheme to accomodate the traffic demand with available

resources.

The University of Minnesota has been developing a microcomputer-based

freeway simulation program, KRONOS, under a contract with Mn/DOT. While the

prototype version of the program had been completed and proven to have the most

appropriate features that Mn/DOT needed, there still remained several problems

to be resolved before it could become operational. These included detailed

field testing and adjustments of the program with real freeway data, analysis of

sensitivities in simulation models with respect to the variations in input data,

and enhancements of the input/output module to be suitable for the Mn/DOT

planning environment.

The main purpose of this project, jointly funded by the Mn/DOT and the

Center for Transportation Studies, University of Minnesota, is to make KRONOS

operational by resolving the above problems. In addition, a new simulation

module to treat special types of freeway segements incluing merging/diverging of

two freeways is developed and incorporated into KRONOS in this project. The

major accomplisments made in this project are summarized as follows;

* Enhancements of the Input/Ouput module

A new edit function which enables the user to add, delete and replace any

freeway segment at any location along the freeway section is developed and added

to the input module. This function reduces the time-consuming effort required

to prepare different input data files for different geometric types. Further,

the new aeamtic demand loading function developed in this project allows the

user to automatically load the demand pattern for each ramp using the ADT



(Average Daily Traffic) data stored in a separate computer file. Other

improvements include the input of a flow-density relaitonship, automatic changes

to the input demand pattern, etc. In the output module, a new set of

performance indices including average flow, density and speed, were added to the

Lotus 1-2-3 spread-sheet output file. A new printer module allowing the use of

HP printers (Laser and Deskjet) was also developed in this project.

* Enhancements of the intitalization procedure

A new initialization option allows the user to specify the initial state of

the freeway section, i.e., congested or uncongested, to be simulated. Further,

for consecutive simulaitons over the same freeway section, the last-second

results of a previous simulation can be stored and used as the initial condition

of a new simulation.

* Development of new simulation models and improvement of existing models

A new module to simulate the merging/diverging of two freeways and two lane

entrance/exit ramps was developed and incorporated into the KRONOS program.

Further, a new methodology was developed to treat the capacity variations along

the freeway. The new method was applied to improve the modeling of lane

drop/additon and the treatment of the internal boundaries between freeway

sections. In addition, a semi-disaggregate algorithm was developed to model the

traffic behavior at the on/off ramp with an exclusive lane and at the two lane

off-ramp area.

* Processing of the I-35W traffic data

The real traffic data collected from the I-35W freeway in the previous phase

of the project was processed and stored in computer files. The final data files

contain 5-min. average flow, speed, occupancy and density per lane at the

selected locations for 6 peak periods (3-hr/period).



* Analysis of the I-35W traffic data

Using the processed data, a new speed-density relationship was developed for

the I-35W freeway. In addition, the speed estimation formula using the

volume/occupancy information from the individual detector stations was

calibrated for each detector station in the I-35W freeway.

* Validation of the KRONOS program

The KRONOS program was tested and validated with the real traffic data

collected from the I-35W freeeway. The test results show very satisfactory

model performance with the morning data set where traffic was relatively

uncongested (volume: 0.6 - 16%, speed: 2.5 - 28%), while the estimation error

increased in two afternoon peak periods in which traffic was heavily congested

due to inclimate weather conditions (volume: 7.1 - 28%, speed: 2.8 - 32%).

* Analysis of sensitivities of the simulation models

The sensitivities of the major components in the simulation module, i.e.,

merging, diverging and weaving models, with respect to the changes in the input

data, including different demand levels and capacity values, were investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.1 Background

Improving the operating conditions of freeway flow often requires detailed

and realistic analysis of traffic dynamics; this can rarely be made analytically

or through convenient tools such as nomographs or design curves. Such analysis

is needed in comparing alternative geometric configurations, estimating the

effects of improvements, determining the adequacy of traffic management schemes,

assessing the impacts of control strategies, studying the formation and

dissipation of congestion on the freeway and its ramps, etc.

While simulation methods have been recognized as the most powerful tool

for such analysis, most existing simulation programs require large main-frame

computers, whose complexities and inaccessibility to averge users make

employment of simulation unattractive. Although recently efforts were made to

run freeway simulation in the microcomputer environment, they adopt

oversimplified modeling, and fail to analyze the flow under congested conditions

(1-2). Further, there is practically no integration between simulation and data

management, which results in the time-consuming manual effort to gather,

manipulate, and process the data and then analyze the results. This lack of

integration increases the potential to introduce errors and makes employment of

simulation impractical.
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To address the above problems, an efficient microcomputer-based freeway

simulation program, called KRONOS, has been developed by the principal

investigators of this research under contract with the Minnesota Department of

Transportation (Mn/DOT). KRONOS is based on the simple continuum flow model

which treats traffic as a compressive fluid. Most importantly, KRONOS models

the behavior of freeway flow in detail. This includes merging, lane-changing,

weaving and diverging (3-4). While the prototype version of KRONOS had been

completed and proven to contain the majority of features that Mn/DOT has

identified, there still existed problems to be resolved before it could be fully

operational in an integrated traffic management and design environment. These

problems include detailed field testing of the program in the Twin Cities

freeways, and calibrating the model parameters using the real volume-speed data

collected during the previous project. Another needed improvement is the

developement of new simulation models to treat special types of freeway segments

existing in the Twin Cities, such as merging/diverging of two freeways.

Further, the KRONOS input/output module features needed to be tailored for the

operational environment of Mn/DOT.

To resolve the above problems, a comprehensive research proposal to

enhance KRONOS as an integrated simulation package with a traffic database was

submitted and discussed at a meeting between Mn/DOT and the University of

Minnesota on January 23, 1990. In this meeting it was determined that Mn/DOT

would partially fund the first phase of the proposed project as an extension of

the existing project, "Traffic management strategies in Freeway corridors". The
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remaining tasks of the first phase were subsequently funded by the Center for

Transportation Studies, University of Minnesota. This report summarizes the

work tasks and accomplishments of the first phase, which is to enhance the

KRONOS simulation program, including those tasks funded by Mn/DOT.

1.2 Project objectives and work tasks

The main objectives of this project (Phase I) are (1) Testing and

validation of the KRONOS simulation model using the real traffic data from the

1-35W freeway and (2) Improvement of existing simulation models and developement

of new models for special types of freeway segements. Specific tasks for Phase

I include

1) Development of a new speed-density curve using the 1-35W freeway data

collected from the previous project,

2) Model testing and validation with the 1-35W data, and the analysis of

model sensitivities with respect to the variations in input data,

3) Model enhancements inculding the developement of new models for

merging/diverging of two freeways and improvements of existing models,

4) Improvement of input/output modules.

Among the above tasks, Tasks 1 and 2 were supported by Mn/DOT, while the

remaining tasks were funded by the Center for Transportation Studies.
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1.3 Report organization

Chapter 2 and 3 summarize the enhancements made to the input/output module

and the simulation module. The resulting KRONOS, Version 6.5, provides much

more flexibility in terms of data input and output analysis than the previous

version. Chapter 4 describes the I-35W traffic data processing results and

develops a new speed-density relationship. Further, the speed estimation formula

from single-detector data was calibrated for each detector station in the I-35W

freeway. Using the processed data, the KRONOS 6.5 is tested and validated in

Chapter 5. Chapter 6 analyzes the sensitivities of the major simulation models

with respect to the changes in the flow-density relationships, which are the

major input parameters in KRONOS. Finally, Chapter 7 contains conclusions and

further research needs.
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II. ENHANCEMENTS OF THE KRONOS INPUT/OUTPUT MODULE

II.1 Overview of the KRONOS enhancements

The KRONOS program has been continuously enhanced since its inception.

Table 1 summarizes the features of each version in chronical order.

The most notable enhancements were incorporated into the KRONOS V6.0. These

include substantial reduction of computer execution time through re-organizing

the program structure. Further, the input and output procedures were completely

revamped and the method of organizing data was revised to take full advantage of

single-screen personal computer systems currently available. As a result, it

now takes only 12 min. to simulate an 8-mile section of freeway for an hour

simulation with the IBM PS/2 (386-25MHZ), while the previous version took 4

hours for the same simulation with the IBM AT computer. In this extended

project, the KRONOS V6.0 is further enhanced to be operational in the Mn/DOT

planning environment. There are two major directions;

* Improvements of the input/output module to be suitable for a planning

environment, such as geometric design, construction and maintenance planning,

etc.

* Development of new roadway configuration models for new geometric types,

such as the merging and diverging of two freeways, and improvement of existing

simulation procedures to improve the accuracy of the simulation results.

In this chapter, the enhancements of the input/output modules and new

additional initialization procedures developed in this project are summarized.
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Table 2-1. KRONOS ENHANCEMENTS

Year Version Features

1982 1 UCSD-Pascal, 3 types of freeway components,
2-lane/3000 ft. Two monitors required.

1986 4 Microsoft-Pascal, 6 freeway components,

6 lane/10 miles, Two monitors.

1988 5 Microsoft-Pascal, 16 freeway components,
Treat Left-Hand-Side ramps, Two monitors.

1990 6 Microsoft-C, 20 freeway components,
Single monitor, Output interface for Lotus

1991 6.5 Microsoft-C,

Total 24 freeeway components
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11.2 Enhancements of the Input module

Major advancements in the input module include:

* Addition of a new edit function for the input of freeway geometric

information. The user can now add, delete and replace any freeway segment at

any location along the freeway section to be simulated. This enhancement

represents a major labor-saving device, especially with respect to exploring

different design alternatives.

* Addition of the flow-density curve input function. This function allows

the user to enter a flow-density relationship, the data for which is generally

much simpler to obtain than for a speed-density relationship. Entering data for

the speed-density relationship remains an option. The purpose of this new

function is to allow the user to more clearly define the value of critical

density, which plays an important role in simulation. Fig.2-1 illustrates the

KRONOS input screen showing the flow-density and speed-density curves.

* Development of an automatic demand data loading function. Using this

option, the user can automatically load the demand data for each ramp and for

the upstream end of the freeway section by using information, stored in a

separate computer file, regarding ADT (average daily traffic volume) and the

distribution of ADT over the simulation time period. This function also can

significantly reduce the time required to prepare and enter input demand data

for KRONOS.

* Automatic increase/decrease of the demand data. This option allows the

user to uniformly increase or decrease the existing demand data for each ramp by

a certain factor specified by the user. Using this option, various demand

patterns (for example uniform growth) can be simulated without re-entering all

the demand data.
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Press ENTER to continue

Fig. 2-1 Input data screen for the speed-density relationship

eCFTv~wi%
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In addition to the above enhancements, the new version allows the user to

input the demand volume data in different time increments, i.e., volume for 1 to

60 min. (The previous version accepted only an hourly rate.) Further, the new

geometric input screen shows the cummulative distance to each segment and the

maximum remaining length of the freeway section that can be simulated.

11.3 Enhancements of the output module

The major enhancements of the output module include

* New Lotus 1-2-3 spread-sheet format files for average and instantaneous

flow, density and speed.

* Addition of a new printer module, which allows the use of Epson (LX, FX,

LQ series) and HP (Deskjet, Laser) printers.

a Addition of a new performance index, i.e., total flow, to the spread-

sheed output file.

11.4 Enhancements of the initialization procedure

The initial condition of the freeway section to be simulated can

substantially affect the simulation results, especially when congested traffic

conditions are to be simulated. In the previous versions of KRONOS, the initial

condition of the entire freeway section is assumed to be uncongested. In this

extended project, the initialization procedure was enhanced to allow congested

initial conditons on all or selected freeway segments. Further, the arrival

demand at the upstream boundary at each time interval can also be specified as

congested or uncongested flow. In addition, for consecutive simulations over

the same freeway section, the last-second results of the previous simulation can

be stored and used as the intial condition of the new simulation. In summary,

the new version has the following initialization options;
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1) Initialize with the user-specified condition for each segment,

2) Use the previous simulation results,

3) Use the initialization option built into KRONOS.
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III. ENHANCEMENTS OF THE SIMULATION MODULE IN KRONOS

III.1 Basic methodology

Existing macroscopic flow models fall into three general categories: (a)

Input/Output (I/0), (b) simple continuum and (c) high-order continuum. The

models in the first category are rather simplistic in that they do not include

space explicitly nor do they take compressibility into account. High-order

models, on the other hand, are in principle more realistic as they include the

effects of inertia and acceleration of the traffic mass; however, although the

existing high-order models look promising, they have not as yet proved truly

superior to the simple continuum alternative at least in medium to congested

flow conditions (3,4). For this reason, the current version of KRONOS employs

the simple continuum modelling which is based on the conservation equation and

an equilibrium speed-density (or flow-density) relationship. However, the

program's modelling methodology and structure are designed to allow employment

of high order models if desired. The simple continuum modelling can be

described by:

ak aq
--- + = g(x,t) (3-la)

at ax

q k u- k uW(k) (3-1b)

where, k, q, t, x represent density, flow, time and distance respectively;

g = generation rate;

u (k) - equilibrium speed-density relationship, which can be

discontinuous (5).
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To implement the above model, KRONOS employs a finite difference scheme

specifically designed to solve one-dimensional, time-dependent, compressible

flows containing strong shocks (6). With this scheme the time and space domains

are discretized in short increments, At and Ax, respectively, such that Ax/At >

u., where uf is the free-flow speed. Space discretization of a section

including the most typical freeway components is shown in Figure 3-1. The

relevant formulas are as follows:

1 At

k (n+l) - -- (k+(n) + kj(n)) - --- (q (n) - q-(n))

2 2Ax

At
- - (gj 1 (n) + gj-_(n)) (3-2)

2

u (n+l) - u (k.(n+l)) (3-3)

qj(n+l) = k 3 (n+l) * u(n+l) (3-4)

where,

j : index for space coordinate.
n : index for time coordinate.

dx : 100 ft. section of freeway.

dt : simulation interval (1 second).

K.(n) : traffic density of node j at the n-th time step (veh/mile).
U.(n) : traffic speed of node j at the n-th time step (mile/hr).

Q (n) : flow of node j at the n-th time step (veh/hr).

Ue (K.(n)) : the equilibrium speed-density relationship, which is location
-specific and possibly discontinuous.

gj (n) : the generation term at node j in the n-th time step.

The above equations form the basis for the detailed modeling of the various

traffic movements, such as merging, diverging and weaving, etc. [For the

detailed background of the basic theory, refer to the KRONOS Final Report,

February,1988.]
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S [ dx

J-1 J --J+l

Fig.3-1 Discretization in space
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In KRONOS, the flow at the external boundaries (such as upstream and

downstream ends of freeway, and the junctions of ramps with the adjacent surface

streets) is specified from the arrival and departure pattern provided from

input, while the flow at the internal boundaries (such as the metering stopline

and the beginning or ending node of deceleration/acceleration lanes

respectively) is determined from either the metering rates or other physical

considerations.

111.2 Treatment of capacity variations in freeway

III.2.1 Effects of capacity on flow estimation

The current numerical scheme, presented in the previous section, is based

on the assumption that three consecutive dx's share a common capacity and flow-

density relationship. While this method produces good results in terms of flow

estimation for the freeway segments with constant capacities, it can introduce

substantial error in estimating flows of the segments where capacities vary

significantly through space. This problem is due to the fact that, as

illustrated in Fig.3-2, when two consecutive dx's have different capacities,

i.e., C and C., there exist two different densities, k,- and k., for the

same flow q passing these segments. Therefore, the original numerical scheme,

Equations (3-2) - (3-4), will result in the overestimation of flow if C is

greater than C., while resulting in the underestimation when C. is less than C.

The above problem is illustrated with a simple test case consisting of 3

pipe-line sections with different capacities as shown in Fig.3-3. The capacity

increases from 5500 vph in Zone 1 to 6000 vph in Zone 2 and returns to 5500 vph

in Zone 3. The demand arriving at the upstream boundary in kept constant at



J--. .3..' ii

distance

Fig. 3-2 Effect of Capacity changes: 2 dxs
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588 ft 588 ft 588 ft

Cap: 5588 veh/hr Cap: S8G veh/hr Cap: 5588 veh/hr

__________ ~~ ~~~i______\______

Fig. 3-3 Pipeline geometry for capacity variation test
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2000 vph for a 30 min. period. The flow estimation results through space at

any time instant are shown in Fig.3-4, which indicates the over-/underestimation

of flow wherever there is a significant change in capacity between two sections.

To resolve the above problems, a new methodology to normalize the densities

of each dx corresponding to their capacities is developed in this project. The

following sections summarize the new method for two different cases in terms of

capacity variation as illustrated in Fig.3-3 and 3-5.

III.2.2 Modified numerical method for capacity variation: one-step change

Fig.3-3 illustrates the effects of capacity variation on the estimation of

flow for a case where two consecutive segments have different capacities. Such

a case usually occurs at the internal boundary between any two freeway sections

with different capacities. The modified numerical scheme developed in this

project normalizes the densities of two dx's each time a new density is

estimated. The detailed step by step algorithm to treat the capacity variations

between any two consecutive dx's, j and j+l, are as follows.

STEP 1. Determine the density, kj+ 1 (n) and speed, u (n) for node j+1 in

the present time step, n.

STEP 2. Determine the flow, q3j 1 (n) for node j+l in the present time

step, n, from the density and speed determined in step 1. Use this

flow to determine the corresponding density, k (n)' from the flow-

density relationship of node j.
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STEP 3. Use the new density, k+ , (n)', determined in step 2, to

determine the density of node j, for the next time step, n+1l from

the following equation, which is a modified form of the finite

difference solution of the conservation equation used in KRONOS.

1 At

k j(n+l) -- (k+ J(n) + k,_(n)') - -- (q,+(n) - q,. 1 (n))

2 2Ax

At
- -- (g,+ 1 (n) + gj- (n)) (3-5)

2

STEP 4. Determine speed and flow for node j, for the next time

step, n+l from the known density, k (n+l), using the speed-density

relationship for node j.

STEP 5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for node j by replacing j+1 with j-1.

III. Modified numerical method for capacity variations: consecutive changes

Fig.3-5 illustrates a special situation where the capacity of any node j,

differs from that of the previous node, j-1 and the next node, j+l. Such a case

can occur in the areas where the geometrics gradually change, such as lane

drop/addition. The following modified procedure normalizes the density of each

dx with respect to its capacity and estimates the new density for the next time

step.

1 At

k (n+1) = -- (k 1 (n)' + kj(n)') - -- (q (n) - q .(n))
2 2Ax

At
- -- (g+ 1 (n) + g.j 1 (n)) (3-6)

2
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where,
k + 1 (n)' - kj(n) * Cj/C (3-7)

k._(n)' - k. 1 (n) * CJ /Ci

STEP 1. Determine the densities, k.. (n), k+1 (n) and speeds, u, (n), u, .(n)

for nodes j-1 and j+1 in the present time step, n.

STEP 2. Now determine the densities k,_ 1 (n)' and kj. (n)' from Equation 3-7

above.

STEP 3. Use the new densities, k . 1 (n)' and k (n)', determined in step

2, to determine the density of node j, for the next time step, n+1

from equation 3-6 above.

STEP 4. Determine speed and flow for node j, for the next time

step, n+1 from the known density, kjn+1, using the speed-density

relationship for node j.

STEP 5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 when treating nodes j-1 and j+l,

to determine their densities, speeds and flows for the next time

step n+1.

The above procedure is applied to modelling lane drop/addition segments in this

project. The following section summarizes the new modeling based on the above

procedure.
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III.3 Lane drop/additon sections

III.3.1 Overview of the modeling methodology

Fig.3-6 and 3-7 illustrate the general geometric configurations of the

lane drop/addition sections. In this project, the existing algorithm for these

sections are significantly improved by applying the new methodology developed in

the previous section with realistic assumptions regarding traffic behavior. The

new modeling is based on the assumption that the effects of the change in

geometry in the transition area can be reflected by the variations in capacity

in these sections. The capacity change is assumed to be linear and starts from

the upstream end of Zone A (Fig 5a), as vehicles are expected to change lanes

for some distance prior to the actual geometric transition in cases of lane

drop. In cases of lane addition, capacity is assumed to change linearly from

the start of the actual transition or Zone B (Fig 5b). The density

normalization procedure illustrated in the previous section is applied whenever

the capacity of each dx changes to ensure the conservation of flow passing this

area. Further, to reduce the computation time caused by the new procedure for

capacity variation, a functional flow (q) - density (k) relationship is

introduced in this project. Specifically, a 3 r d order polynomial is used as

follows;

q = a*k 3 + b*k 2 + c*k

where "q" is the flow and "k" is the density and a, b and c are

coefficients. The advantage of the above formula is that the coefficients can

be represented as the functions of free-flow speed, uf, capacity, qmax, and

critical density, kcr , using the following conditions.

dq/dk at k=0 => u

dq/dk at k=kc = > ax

qa- a*k cr 3 + b*kc + c*kqmax cr c: cr
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Test
section
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Fig.3-6 Lane drop geometry
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Test
section

480 ft. 288 ft. 488 f t
588 ft. Zone A Zone B Zone C * 8 ft.

Cap:486evph I Lane Add Zone . Cap :60 ph

Fig. 3-7 Lane add geometry
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The detailed numerical algorithms for the lane drop and the lane

addition segments with the test results of this improved modelling

approach are as follows.

111.3.2 Enhanced modeling of the lane drop section

1) Treatment of Zones A and B (Fig.3-6)

STEP 1 : Initialize all nodes or dxs of Zones A and B based on

user-specified initial flow. This initial flow is used

to obtain the initial density for each node from the

functional flow-density relationship. A new set of

coefficients, a, b and c, for this relationship are

obtained based on the capacity of each node, which in

turn is linearly decreased from the start of Zone A to

the end of Zone B.

STEP 2 : For each time step, n, determine the capacity of each

node (or dx) j, the preceding node, j-1 and that of the

following node j+l in Zones A and B. These capacities

are determined based on the linear variation described in

Step 1. For the first node of Zone A, the densities of

all the lanes of the previous dx, i.e. the last dx of the

preceding segment are summed to obtain the total density

for simulation of the next time step, n+1.
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STEP 3 : For each node, j in Zones A and B, normalize the

densities of nodes j-1 and j+l using equation 3-7 in

section 111.2.3. The density of node j+l for

the first node in Zone A is normalized by applying the

procedure developed in Section 111.2.3. This is done

because capacity is decreased only from the second node

of Zone A.

STEP 4 : Determine flow at j-1 and j+l and use equation 3-6 in

section 111.2.3 to determine the density, k (n+l), at each node

j in Zones A and B, for the next time step, n+l. Use

equation 3-5 in section 111.2.2 to determine k (n+1l) for the

first node of Zone A.

STEP 5 : Determine flow, q, from the functional relationship

between flow and density for the density, k, determined

in step 1. Speed is then determined by dividing q by k.

STEP 6 : The density determined in step 4 is now distributed among

the lanes of the lane drop segment in Zones A and B based

on the ratio of their lane capacities and the total

capacity at each node.
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2). Treatment of Zone C

This zone of the lane drop segment is characterized by the absence of any change

in capacity except for the first dx, where the capacity of the previous dx which

is in the transition area, Zone B, has a capacity different from that of the

first dx of Zone C. The steps 1 through 6 above are repeated for this first dx

and the density normalization procedure used for the first dx of Zone A in step

3 above, is used.

The treatment of the rest of the dxs are as in a pipeline segment after

initialization has been done and the coeffecients a, b and c of the functional

flow-density relationship have been obtained. Also the density obtained for the

next time step, n+l is the total density and is distributed equally among all

lanes after transition. Speed and flow are then obtained using the functional

form of the flow-density relationship.

111.3.3 Enhanced modeling of the lane addition section

1). Treatment of Zone A (Fig.3-7)

This area is treated as a pipeline segment. For the first dx of this zone, the

density of the previous dx (the last dx of the segment preceding the lane add

segment) is summed for all lanes to obtain the total density. The density

obtained for the next time step, n+l, is the total density and is equally

distributed among all lanes of this zone.

The last dx of this zone, is characterized by a change in capacity since

the following node which is in the transition area has a capacity different from

that of the last dx of Zone A. The treatment of this dx of Zone A involves the

use of the density normalization procedure illustrated in section III.2.3 and is

treated using steps 1 through 5 in that section.
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The remaining dxs are treated as in a pipeline segment. All nodes of this

zone are first initialized using the user specified initial flow with the

functional flow density relationship, whose coefficients are determined by the

user-specified conditions. The total density is then obtained for the next time

step, n+l and is distributed equally among all lanes for each zone of this zone.

Speed and flow are then obtained using the functional form of the flow-density

relationship.

2). Treatment of Zone B .

STEP 1 : Initialize all nodes or dxs of Zone B based on user-

specified initial flow. This initial flow is used to

obtain the initial density for each node from the

functional flow-density relationship. A new set of

coeffecients a, b and c for this relationship are

obtained based on the capacity of each node, which in

turn is linearly increased from the start to the end of

Zone B.

STEP 2 : For each time step, n, determine the capacity of each

node (or dx) j, the preceding node, j-1 and that of the

succeeding node j+l in Zone B. These capacities

are determined based on the linear variation described in

Step 1.

STEP 3 : For each node, j in Zone B, normalize the

densities of nodes j-1 and j+1 using equation 3-7 in

section III.2.3.

STEP 4 : Determine flow at j-1 and j+1 and use equation 3-6 in

section III.2.3 to determine the density, k.(n+l), at each

node, j of Zone B for the next time step, n+l.
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STEP 5 : Determine flow, q, from the functional relationship

between flow and density for the density determined in

step 1. Speed is then determined by dividing q by k.

STEP 6 : The density determined in step 4 is now distributed

among the lanes of the lane add segment in Zone B based on the

ratio of their lane capacities and the total capacity at each node.

3. Treatment of Zone C

The treatment of this zone of the lane add segment is the same as that for Zone

A. For the first dx, where the density of the previous dx has to be normalized,

due to capacity variation, the density normalization procedure in section

111.2.3 is applied and steps 1 through 5 in that section are used to implement

the same.

111.3.4 Testing of the new modeling for lane drop/addition sections

The new algorithms for the lane drop/addition sections are tested using

the hypothetical test section as shown in Fig.3-6 and 3-7. A constant demand of

2000 vph was used and a 30 minute simulation was carried out using 5 minute time

slices. The simulation results of the total simulated flow are tabulated in

Tables 3-1 and 3-2. As can be seen from these tables, the conservation of flow

is well achieved.
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2000

1500

Upstream Demand

10 15 20 25 30 time

Time Total flow at test section
in Mins Expected Estimated Error*

5 1500 1500 0.0
10 1500 1500 0.0

15 1500 1500 0.0

20 2000 1983 0.009

25 2000 2002 0.002

30 2000 2002 0.002

* Error = ((Expected - Estimated) / Expected) * 100 %

Table 3-1 Test results of lane drop case

veh/hrI

I i 1 I Z -4b
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2000

1500

Upstream Demand

10 15 20 25 30 time

Time Total flow at test section
in Mins Expected Estimated Error*

5 1500 1500 0.0

10 1500 1500 0.0

15 1500 1500 0.0

20 2000 1980 0.01

25 2000 2004 0.002

30 2000 2004 0.002

* Error = ((Expected - Estimated) / Expected) * 100 %

Table 3-2 Test results of lane addition case

SCU111h L

I

I

I _I 1 I 1 ---bp

, f _ ,..
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III.4 Entrance/Exit ramps with exclusive lanes

111.4.1 Exit ramp with an exclusive lane

This geometric type is essentially a freeway off-ramp section without any

deceleration lane. One of the outer (or inner) lanes peels off from the

mainline section and continues as a ramp. The number of mainline freeway lanes

downstream of such a section is reduced by 1. A typical space discretization of

such a section is shown in Fig. 3-8. The system consists of three components,

the exclusive lane (link D), the rest of the freeway mainline (links A, B and C)

and the ramp (link E).

A R r

Fig. 3-8 Space discretization of an Off-ramp section with an exclusive

lane
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Generation of traffic occurs due to lane-changing phenomena. In earlier

versions of KRONOS, generation terms between an off-ramp section and adjacent

freeway lanes were treated in a primative manner; volume constraints were

enforced at the junction of nodes JB, Oc , J and 0O. The volume of exiting

demand from the off-ramp in each time slice was specified by the user. If the

exiting volume at node 0 E (which is the average lane flow) was greater than the

exiting demand, then excess flow was added to 0c of mainline and new density

KOE(n+l) was calculated. If not, then all traffic in lane 1 was allowed to exit

without considering any lane-changing. Therefore, less volume exited to the

off-ramp and more volume continued downstream on the mainline. Without

considering lane-changing in both directions, aggregate modelling tends not be

very accurate, especially when exiting demand was greater than average lane

flow. Another drawback of earlier modelling was that it did not consider

spillback effects, which resulted in an excessive number of cars diverting to

the mainline when congestion occured at the downstream end of the off-ramp.

These problems were rectified by implementing a semi-disaggregate modelling

of the phenomena; disaggregate analysis for the exclusive lane (links B and D)

and aggregate analysis for the rest of freeway (links A, C and E), with

generation term derived by introducing a two-way lane-changing term between the

exclusive lane (link D) and the rest lanes of the freeway mainline (link B).

These lane-changing dynamics are taken into account by the lane-changing term

g(x,t) in the conservation equation (Eq. 3-2).

Nodes OA and JE are considered to be external boundaries. Exiting demand

in each time slice is specified from the input. We assume lane-changing occurs

at the junction of nodes J^, OA and 0 D which is separated on the freeway by a

white line to prohibit lane-changing. When the flow of lane 1 at node J A is
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greater than the exiting-demand, it is assumed that the flow at node JA consists

of exiting demand qooe(n) and the difference consists of lane-changing demand

qoD, 1 (n) from link D to B. Otherwise, if QJA(n) is less than qoo. (n) then the

difference qoo 1 (n) consists of lane-changing demand from link B to D.

Based on the modelling and numerical treatment presented thus far the

following numerical algorithm allows computation of density (K), speed (U) and

flow (Q) at each node of the discretized freeway system.

(A) Links A, C and E

These links are characterized by the absence of flow generation. Density,

speed and flow at the internal nodes 1 to Jp (p - ( A, C, E)) are given by Eqs.

(3-2), (3-3) and (3-4). At the first and last nodes of the above links, flow is

either specified from boundary conditions or from Eqs. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

If node 0
A is the first node of the simulation section then it is an external

boundary, with QOA(n+l) and consequently KoA(n+l) and UOA(n+l) being determined

from the demand pattern. Otherwise the values are derived from Eqs. (3-1), (3-

2) and (3-3). If node Jc is the downstream boundary, then Kc+1,(n+l) = Kjc(n).

Node JA is not a boundary, and density is obtained from Eq. (3-1). At the

downstream end node JE flow is determined either from the condition at J -1, in

the case of an unresticted condition at Jg, or from capacity/signal

considerations at the downstream end of ramp.

(B) Links B and D

These links represent the exclusive lane and the rest of the freeway lanes,

respectively in the area where lane-changing may occur. Lane-changing is treated

in terms of generation terms between links B and D. Specifically:
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Step 1: Exiting demand of volume in each time slice is specified from

the input

Step 2: Compare the lane flow at node JA with exiting demand and set

the difference as lane-changing demand at that node

q0 D.1(n) - QJA(n) - QoD,e(n)

where, qo ,(n) - lane-changing demand at node 00 in the -n-th

time step

QjA(n) = average lane flow at the last node of link A

in the n-th time step

Qco-e(n) = exiting demand at node 00 in the n-th time

step

Step 3: Determine the generation term at the first nodes of link D and

link B. If qoD.(n) > 0, then flow of link D is greater than

exiting demand and lane-changing occurs from link D to link B.

Otherwise qoD 1 (n) < 0, then exclusive lane flow is less than

exiting demand and lane-changing occurs from link B to D.

Generation term is calculated from:

q 0 0D.(n)

gS D(n) - --------

dx

goB(n) - - g 0 D(n)

where,

goD(n) = generation term at node O0 in the n-th time step

goB(n) - generation term at node O in the n-th time step
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Step 4: With the generation term known, calculate K and corresponding

U and Q for the exclusive lane and for the rest of freeway

separately from Eqs. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). For the first

nodes of links B and D, QoB(n) - Q(n)- QJA(n). For the last

nodes of links B and D, density is obtained from Eq. (3-1).

In link B, the generation term is added/subtracted to give the

total density across all the lanes; this value is then

averaged across all the lanes. As a result, the generation

term of link B is spread over all lanes. Physically this

means generation of flow causes a inward shift of traffic

within link B.

III.4.2 Testing of an exit ramp Section with Exclusive Lane

Fig. 3-9 shows the geometrics of the off-ramp section with exclusive lane

and the immediately upstream and downstream zones. A representative segment was

selected from I-35W southbound;

* Data set: Exoff.kr5

a Section : I-35W southbound from 38th street to 46th street

* Time : 1 hour between 4:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m..

* Length : 0.871 miles long with 1 off ramp with exclusive lane

Table 3-3 compares the simulated number of cars passing the ends of zones 1

and 3 during every 15 minute period with observed volumes. The results indicate

that the new modelling improves the performance of the simulation. As can be

seen in Table 3-3, the accuracy of the new modelling with a mean absolute error

of 0.79 % is better than that of old one (1.45 %). The percentage difference of

volume in zone 3 (after the entrance ramp) ranges from from 0.6 % to 1.9 % for

the new modelling and from 0.8 % to 4.5 % for the old modelling.
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Table 3-3. Testing of an Off-ramp Section with Exclusive Lane

Time Zone 1 Zone 3
Slice Obs Sim PD Obs Sim PD

1 (15 min) New : 1655 1662 -0.4 1497 1483 0.9
Old : 1655 1548 -3.4

2 (30 min) New : 1665 1673 -0.5 1508 1491 1.1
Old 1665 1552 -2.9

3 (45 min) New 1713 1721 -0.5 1499 1528 -1.9
Old :1712 1566 -4.5

4 (60 min) New 1770 1776 -0.4 1571 1562 0.6
Old :1769 1583 -0.8

Mean New 0.45 1.12
Absolute
Error Old :0.0 2.90

Mean Absolute Error of All Zones New : 0.79 Old : 1.45
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It should be noted that the exiting demands for all time slices were less

than the average lane flow. In this case, the new modelling revealed more

accurate results than the old modelling (Table 3-3). If the exiting demand is

greater than the average lane flow (which was not considered in the previous

modelling), the advantages of the new modelling are even more significant.

Such a phenomenon is illustrated from the following simulation example

where hypothetical data were used. Using the same geometrics as in Fig. 3-4, a

hypothetical demand pattern was created. Upstream demand of the mainline was

kept constant at 6000 vph during all time slices (5 minutes). Exiting demand

during the first two time slices was set at 1200 vph and increased to 1500 vph

for time slices 3 and 4. Finally, exiting demand for time slices 5 and 6 were

increased to 1800 vph, which was greater than the average lane demand of the

upstream mainline.

The number of vehicles counted at the end of each zone was the measure of

accuracy. The demand of each section was less than the capacity, and there was

no capacity restriction; therefore, uncongested operation was expected during

simulation. The numbers of cars passing the end of zone 3 during time slices 2,

4 and 6 should simply have been the difference between the upstream demand and

the exiting demand. The new modelling demonstrated good results in the

conservation of the volumes. It should be noted that with the old modelling the

number of cars passing the end of zone 3 during time slice 6 was 25 higher than

we expected, and those 25 vehicles continued with downstream mainline traffic.

Those increased volumes would affect the simulation results of downstream

sections.
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Table 3-4. Testing of Conservation for Off-ramp Section with Exclusive
Lane ( Hypothetical situation )

Time Zone 1 Zone 3 Exiting demand
Slice Old), New2 ) Exp,, Old New Exp (veh/5 min.)

1 (5 min) 500 501 - 388 398 - 100

2 (10 min) 500 501 500 400 399 400 100

3 (15 min) 500 500 - 400 377 - 125

4 (20 min) 500 500 500 400 375 375 125

5 (25 min) 500 499 - 392 352 - 150

6 (30 min) 500 499 500 375 351 350 150

Mean Accuracy of TS-4 and TS-6 New : 98.5 % Old : 82.5 %

1) Simulation

2) Simulation

results of previous modelling

results of new modelling

3) Expected Volume from arithmatic sum of demand
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111.4.3 Entrance ramp with an Exclusive Lane

This geometric type is essentially a regular freeway on-ramp section where

the number of freeway lanes downstream of such a section is increased by 1.

Space discretization of a typical situation is shown in Fig.3-10. The system

consists of three components, the exclusive lane of the freeway (link F), the

rest of freeway mainline (links A, B and C) and the on-ramp (links D and E).

In the previous KRONOS version, no generation term was considered between

link F and link B and the section was treated in an aggregate manner. To

simulate merging of flow from on-ramp to mainline, density at the last node of

the on-ramp was added to the sum of the densities at the last node of previous

zone. Then, density of the first node of link was obtained by dividing the

density sum by the number of lanes. With the density known, corresponding speed

was obtained from the U-K curve. Though this approach was very simple, several

drawbacks were noted. When the capacity of the on-ramp was less than the

average lane capacity of the mainline, the density of the on-ramp was higher

than that of mainline at the same flow condition. This is occurred because

density at a different capacity was calculated from a shifted Q-K curve.

Another drawback of this modelling was that it did not allow for a smooth

transition between the last node of the on-ramp and the first node of the

freeway mainline lane 1.

Again these drawbacks were rectified by employing a semi- disaggregate

modelling. When the flow (or density) of links B and F are unbalanced, it is

assumed that the traffic in the lane with heavier volume changes to an adjacent

lane for better driving conditions. To allow smooth lane-changing over the

freeway, lane- changing dynamics are considered between link B and link F rather

than at a single point. A disaggregate analysis is utilized for the exclusive

lane, and an aggregate analysis is utilized for the rest of freeway.
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A r-•

Fig. 3-10 Space Discretization of an On-ramp section with an
Exclusive lane
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Modelling of lane-changing is taken into account by the lane-changing term

g(x,t) in the conservation equation (Eq. 3-1). Nodes 0, and J, are considered

to be external boundaries. If the flow at node j of link F is greater than the

flow in the adjacent lane (the average lane flow of link B), then lane-changing

occurs from link F to link B; otherwise, lane-changing occurs from link B to

link F. The complete numerical algorithm for the section is as follows:

(A) Links A, C, D and E

These links are characterized by the absence of flow generation. Density,

speed and flow in the internal nodes 1 to Jp (p - ( A, C, D, E)) are given by

Eqs. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). Node JD in link D and node 0O in link E represent

the stop line at which maximum flow conditions are determined from the metering

rate; thus, metering rate - QjD(n+l) = QOE(n+l). If metering rates are not used

K, U and Q at node JD are calculated from Eqs. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

(B) Links B and F

These links represent the exclusive entrance lane and the remainder of

freeway lanes where lane-changing is possible. Nodes J and J. are not

boundaries; rather, density is determined from Eq.(3-1). At the first node of

link B, QOB(n) = QjA(n), KoB(n) = KJA(n). At the first node of link F, QOF(n)

QJE(n) and KoF(n) - KJE(n). The algorithm for computing flow in these links is

as follows:

Step 1: Determine lane-changing demand at each node j of link B and

F by comparing the flow of link F with the average lane flow

of link B:

q.,(n) = QJ,F(n) - (QJ .F(n)+(QJ B(n)*NLB))/(NLB+1)
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where,

Qj ,(n) - flow at node j of link F in the n-th time step

Q ,B(n) - average lane flow at node j of link B in the n-th

time step

q ,(n) - lane-changing demand at node j in the n-th time step

Step 2: Determine the generation term at each node of link B and link

F:

if qj,(n) > 0 (flow of link F is greater than that of link B,

lane-changing occurs from link F to link B), calculate the

generation term from:

q. 1 (n) (Kja. - Kj,(n))

gj , (n) = --------- -- ------------
dx (K. - K.F(n))

i=j

gj.B(n) - - g.(n)

otherwise qj.(n) < 0 (flow of link F is less than that of link

B, lane-changing occurs from link B to link F), and obtain the

generation term from:

- q ,1 (n) (kjam - k .F(n)

gj ,(n) - --------- - --------------
dx Z(kam - k (n)

i-j

g F(n) - - gj(n)

where,

g. (n) - generation term at node j of link F in the n-th time

step

g. (n) = generation term at node j of link B in the n-th time

step
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Step 3: With the generation term known, calculate K and corresponding

U and Q for the link B and for the link F separately from Eqs.

(3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). At the first nodes of links B and F,

QOB(n) - QJA(n) and QOF(n) - Qj (n). At the last nodes of

links B and F, density is obtained from Eq. (3-1). In link B,

the generation term is added/subtracted and averaged across

all the lanes.

111.4.4 Testing of an entrance ramp with an exclusive lane

Fig. 3-11 shows the geometrics of the on-ramp section with exclusive lane

and the immediately upstream and downstream zones. A representative segment was

selected from I-35W northbound:

* Data set: Exon.kr5

* Section : I-35W northbound from 46th street to 38th street

* Time : 1 hour between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m..

* Length : 0.858 miles long with 1 entrance ramp with exclusive

lane

The results of testing are presented in Table 3-5, where 15 minute

simulation results are compared with observed volumes at the end of zones 1, 2

and 3. Implementation of the new modelling revealed more satisfactory results

than the previous modelling in the comparison of volumes. This can be seen from

the small error indices in Table 3-5, where the mean absolute error of the three

zones is 1.21 % for the new modelling and 3.50 % for the old modelling. The

percentage difference of volume ranges from 0.2 to 2.7 % in zone 1 (before on-

ramp) and from 0.3 to 0.7 % in zone 3 (after entrance ramp).
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It should be mentioned that the error pattern of the old modelling in zone

3 is quite different from that of the new modelling. The volume results from

the old modelling in zone 3 are consistently higher than the field data

(negative error sign) and will affect the performance of do'wnstream. Again this

systematic error stems from the aforementioned drawbacks of the previous

modelling. However, the simulation volumes from the new modelling are in close

agreement with field data and do not show any systematic error pattern.

Table 3-5. Testing of an On-ramp Sections with Exclusive Lane

Time Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Slice Obs Sim PD Obs Sim PD Obs Sim PD

15 min New 1505 1470 2.3 1867 1853 0.8 1866 1853 0.7
Old 1479 2.0 1938 -3.7 1932 -3.5

30 min New 1515 1474 2.7 1875 1821 2.8 1840 1823 0.9
Old 1475 2.6 1916 -2.2 1919 -4.3

45 min New 1496 1461 2.3 1745 1739 0.3 1737 1743 -0.3
Old 1441 3.7 1837 -5.3 1844 -6.2

60 min New 1331 1334 -0.2 1574 1588 -0.9 1599 1594 0.3
Old 1305 2.0 1632 -3.7 1643 -2.8

Mean New : 1.87 1.2 0.55

Absolute
Error Old 2.57 3.73 4.20

Mean Absolute Error of All Zones New : 1.21 Old : 3.50
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III.5 Two lane entrance/exit ramps

111.5.1 Two lane entrance ramp

This geometric type is a special freeway on-ramp section, where a two-lane

on-ramp enters a freeway, adding one lane to the mainline. A typical space

discretization of such a section is shown in Fig. 3-12. This system consists of

three components. Freeway with lane-changing may occur (links B and E), the

rest of freeway mainline (links A and C) and on-ramp (link D). Merging demand

is entered as the volume for each time slice and lane-changing is explicitly

considered between links B and E. Modelling of lane-changing is taken into

account by the lane-changing term g(x,t) in the conservation equation. Link D

(2-lane on-ramp) is treated in an aggregate manner; therefore, it is assumed

that flow is uniformly distributed over two lanes.

It is also assumed that the flow in the first lane of the on-ramp (link D)

continues and becomes the first lane of freeway (link E), and the flow in the

second lane merges into the second lane of freeway (link B). Then, the flow at

node J. can be treated as the generation term for the first node of link B (OB).

Therefore the density and speed of node OB are obtained from Eqs. (3-1) and (3-

3). The last node of JD is not treated as a boundary; rather the values are

determined from Eqs. (3-1) and (3-3). From the second nodes of links B and E

lane-changing term is considered in a manner similar for an on-ramp with an

exclusive lane. With the generation term known, densities and speeds at each

node of link B and E are calculated from Eqs. (3-1) and (3-3). The complete

numerical algorithm for the section is as follows:
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Fig. 3-12 Space Discretization of a Two-lane On-ramp
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(A) Links A, C and D

These links are characterized by the absence of flow generation. Density,

speed and flow at the internal nodes 1 to J,(p = ( A, C and D)) is given by Eqs.

(3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). Nodes 0 ^ and O0 are considered as external boundaries,

where boundary values are obtained from the demand pattern input. Node J is

the downstream boundary and its values are set to Kjc+l(n+l) - Kjc(n) and

Ujc+i(n+l) - Ujc(n).

(B) Links B and E

These links represent the section where lane-changing may occur. Nodes O,

OEl JB and JE are not boundaries; rather, density is determined from Eq. (3-1).

At the first node of link B, QOB(n) = QJA(n), Ko (n) - KJA(n). At the first

node of link E, QoE(n) = QJ(n) and KOE(n) = KJD(n). The algorithm for

computing flow at these links is as follows:

Step 1: Determine the generation term at the first node of link B from

the flow of JD:

Qj,(n)

B(n) --------
dx

goE(n) - 0

Step 2: Determine lane-changing demand at each node of links B and E

except at the first node:

q ,(n) - (QjB(n)*NLB + Qj,E(n))/(NLB + 1) - QE(n))

where,

j - node number from O0+1 to Jg

Q3 ,(n), QJ ,E(n) = average lane flow at segment j of links B

and E in the n-th time step

q ,(n) = lane-changing demand at segment j in the n-th time step
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NL - number of lanes in link B

Step 3: Determine the generation term at each node of links B and E:

if qj,(n) > 0 ( average lane flow at node j of link B is

greater than that of link E, lane-changing occurs from link B

to link E);

otherwise q j 1 (n) < 0 ( average lane flow at node j of

link B is less than that of link E, lane-changing occurs from

link E to link B).

Calculate generation term from:

gj E(n)

gh ,B(n)

where,

q (n) 1

dx (JE-j

= - g,(n)

gj, (n) = generation term at node j of link E in the n-th time

step

gj ,(n) - generation term at node j of link B in the n-th time

step

JE - the last node number of link E (it is assumed that gE(n)

decreases linearly with distance)

Step 4: With the generation term known, calculate K and corresponding

U and Q for links B and E separately from Eqs. (3-1), (3-2)

and (3-3). At each node of link B, the generation term is

added/subtracted and averaged across all the lanes.

)
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III.5.2 Testing of a Two-Lane On-ramp Section

This geometric type is a special freeway on-ramp section, where a two-lane

on-ramp enters a freeway, adding one lane to the mainline. As field data was

not available, hypothetical geometrics and demand patterns were created.

Fig. 3-13 shows the hypothetical geometrics, where a two- lane on-ramp

enters a two-lane freeway mainline, adding one lane to the freeway mainline

after the on-ramp. Upstream demands on the freeway and entering demands of the

on-ramp were changed in every odd-numbered time slice. Upstream demands on the

freeway for first two time slices were 3500 vph. They were reduced to 3000 vph

for time slices 3 and 4 and returned to 3500 vph for the last two time slices.

On-ramp demands for the first two time slices were 1200 vph. They increased to

2400 vph for time slices 3 and 4 and then decreased to 1900 vph for time slices

5 and 6.

The results of testing are presented in Table 3-6, where 30- minute

simulation results are summarized for the six time slices. The number of cars

passing the end of zone 3 (after merging) during the even-numbered time slices

should be the same as the demand sum of the upstream freeway and the on-ramp.

The error indices at zone 3 range from -2.4 % to 1.8 % for the even-numbered

time slices.
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Fig. 3-13 Geometrics and Demand patterns of a Two-lane on-ramp section
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Table 3-6. Testing of a Two-Lane On-ramp Section
(Hypothetical Situation)

Time Slice Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Ramp Error)

1 ( 5 min) Vol : 280 384 385 100
Speed 48.5 50.5 50.5 52.9

2 (10 min) Vol 280 384 384 100 1.8
Speed 48.5 50.6 50.6 52.9

3 (15 min) Vol 278 455 452 200
Speed 50.5 45.6 45.9 51.2

4 (20 min) Vol 277 461 461 200 -2.4
Speed 50.5 45.3 45.3 51.2

5 (25 min) Vol 291 444 445 158
Speed 48.3 47.3 47.1 51.8

6 (30 min) Vol 292 443 443 158 1.3
Speed 48.2 47.4 47.4 51.8

(Demand(Zone 1) + Demand(Ramp)) Vol(
1) Error -

Zone 3)
------- * 100 (%)

(Demand(Zone 1) + Demand(Ramp))
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III.5.3 Two lane exit ramp

Fig.3-14 illustrates an example two-lane exit ramp section. The new approach

for modelling the two lane off-ramp segment type differs from the previous in

that lanes 1 and 2 of the two lane off-ramp segment are treated as one unit and

there is generation or dissipation between this flow and those on the adjacent

inner lanes. The downstream demand may either be specified by the user or

determined from the flow in the zone following this. Also the last dx of the

mainline lanes 1 and 2 of the two lane off-ramp segment and the first dx of the

mainline lane 1 of the zone following it are treated to account for the effect

of part of the mainline flow on lanes 1 and 2 of the two lane off-ramp zone

continuing on the mainline after the necessary flow exits on the off-ramp. The

detailed algorithm for this new approach is presented next.

1. Link C (Fig.3-14)

Link C is characterized by the absence of flow generation. Density, speed and

flow at all nodes on these links are given by the basic equations of Kronos

presented as Equations (2)-(4) in Section III.1. The node OC is treated as the

external boundary of the off ramp and the boundary conditions are determined

from the demand pattern.

2. Links A and B

These links are characterized by the presence of lane-changing movements. Lane

changing between links A and B occur all along the link if the exiting demand is

greater than the total flow at the start of link B. If however the exiting

demand is less than the total flow at the start of link B, the flow on link B

consists of both exiting flow and flow continuing on the mainline after the

necessary flow exits on link C. In this case there is no generation/dissipation

between links A and B.
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Fig. 3.14 Two lane off-ramp geometry
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STEP 1: The flow in both lanes of link B is summed at the first

node of link B to obtain the total flow on the two rightmost lanes.

Flow on the lanes of link A are also summed to obtain the total

flow on those lanes. If this zone is the first zone on the freeway

to be simulated then the flow on the lanes on links A and B are got

from the upstream demand input by the user.

STEP 2: Exiting demand, Qexit[J,(n)] is user-specified for each time slice.

STEP 3: The exiting demand is compared with the total flow at the

start of link B. If Qexit[Je(n)] < Qj (n), go to step 5, otherwise go

to step 4.

STEP 4: Exiting demand is greater than the total flow at the start

of link B. There is generation of flow from link A to B, and the

generation term for this is obtained from the following equations:

q[JB(n)] - QJB(n) - Qexit[Jc(n)] (3-8)

where, q[JB(n)] = the lane-changing demand between links B and A

Qexit[J (n)] = exiting demand at node Jo in the n-th time step

QJB(n) - the total flow at the start of link B

Corresponding generation terms for both links are :

gA(n) - q[JB(n)]/dx (3-9)

gB(n) - -gA(n)

The generation term obtained in equation 3-9 is averaged over the

number of dxs in link A or B. The generation term for any node in

links A and B is then the average of this quantity for the previous

and the next node on the corresponding links.
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STEP 5. With the generation terms known, calculate k, u and q for

each node on links A and B from equations (3-2) to (3-4). For treating

the last dx of link B, however, equation 3-2 is modified as follows;

1 At
k (n+l) - - (kj+l(n)' + kj_(n)) - - (qj+,(n) - q 1 (n))

2 2Ax

At
- -- (gj+ 1 (n) + gj_(n)) (3-10)

2

where k.(n+l)' - k(j+).(n)' + k( .l)(n)'

and where k(j+)..(n)' and k( , (n)' are the densities obtained from the

flow-density relationship of node j, corresponding to the flows

q(j+1)"n and q(j+l)'n in nodes (j+1l)" and (j+l)' respectively during the

n-th time step. Nodes (j+1l)" and (j+1)' are as shown in Fig.3-14.

3. Links D and E

These links are also characterized by lane changing movements between them.

Generation or dissipation terms for any link is obtained by determining the

difference between the flow at the beginning of link D and the downstream demand

at the end of the same. If the flow at the beginning of link D is greater than

the downstream demand at the end of the same, flow is dissipated from this link

to link E. If however, the downstream demand at the end of link D is greater

than the flow at the beginning of link D, flow is generated from link E to D.

STEP 1: The difference between the downstream demand, Qd[JE(n)] and

the flow at the beginning of link D, Qj,(n) is found. The generation

terms for links D and E is given by

gD(n) - (Qds[JE(n)] - QJD(n))/dx (3-11)

gW(n) = -go(n)
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The generation term obtained in equation 3-11 is averaged over the

number of dxs in link D or E. The generation term for any node in

links D and E is then the average of this quantity for the previous

and the next node on the corresponding links.

STEP 2. With the generation terms known, calculate k, u and q for

each node on links D and E from equations 3-2 to 3-4. For treating

the first dx of link D however, equation 3-2 is modified as follows;

1 At

k (n+l) - -- (kj 1 (n) + kj 1 (n)') - -- (q j+(n) - qj_,(n))

2 2Ax
At

- - (gj, (n) + gj- 1 (n)) (3-12)
2

where kj. (n)' is the density obtained from the flow-density relationship of

node j, corresponding to the difference between the flows qj-ln and Qexit[Jcn]

during the n-th time step.

111.5.4 Testing of a Two-Lane exit-ramp section

The new algorithm for a two-lane exit ramp section is tested with a set of

hypothetical section as shown in Fig.3-14, where a four-lane freeway separates

into a three-lane freeway and a two-lane off- ramp. Upstream demands of the

freeway were kept constant (4000 vph) and exiting demands of the off-ramp were

changed in 15 minutes. Exiting demands for the first three time slices were

1000 vph, which increased to 1500 vph for time slices 4 to 6 (Fig.3-15).

The results of testing are presented in Table 3-7, where 30-minute

simulation results are summarized for the six time slices. The number of cars

passing the test location in Link E should be the difference between the

upstream demand of the freeway and the exiting demand. The error indices for

the test location range from 1.09 % to 3.43 %.
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Table 3-7 Simulation test results of two lane off ramp,
Hypothetical situaltion

Time Total Flow at test section
in

mins. Expected Simulated Error(%)

5 3000 2898 3.4

10 3000 2897 3.43

15 3000 2897 3.43

20 2750 2720 1.09

25 2500 2421 3.16

30 2500 2421 3.16

Error = (Expected - Simulated)/Expected * 100 %

veh/hr

4000

Arrival Flow

5 10 15 20
Diverging Flow

25

1000

1500
veh/hr

30 min.

Demand pattern for testing two lane off ramp

Ii

veh/hr

Fig. 3-15
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III.6 Collector-Distributor road

Fig.3-16 illustrates an example of a collector-distributor(C-D) road. In

this project, the existing algorithm for the C-D road is significantly improved

with the enhanced algorithms for each component models, such as merging,

diverging and weaving. The enhancements of each component model in the C-D road

can be found elsewhere (8).

1. Link A (Fig.3-16)

This link is treated as an off-ramp with a decelaration lane and the

improved diverging algorithm is used to model traffic exiting from the mainline

freeway to the C-D road.

2. Link B, D, F and H

This link is treated as a pipeline with no generation of flow. Equations

(2) - (4) are used.

3. Link C

Link C is used for the traffic diverting from the C-D road to exit ramp, and

thus, is treated as an off-ramp with a deceleration lane using the diverging

algorithm.

4. Link E

Link E handles the weaving traffic between the C-D road and the

entrance/exit ramps. The improved weaving algorithm (8) is used.

5. Link G

Link G represents the merging area from the entrance ramp to the C-D road.

The computation proceeds using the improved merging algorithm(8).

6. Link I

Link I is a merging section from the C-D road to the freeway. Therefore,

the new improved merging algorithm is used as in the case of link C.
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111.7 Merging/diverging of two freeways

In this section, the new algorithm developed for the merging/diverging of

two freeways is described with the results of the initial test. Hypothetical

freeway data sets are created for the initial testing. The new algorithm is

incorporated into the program.

III.7.1 Modelling of Merging of Two Freeways

This geometric type is new to KRONOS and characterized by two freeways

merging together for a short distance and then diverging again, with the number

of lanes in the common section being equal to the sum of the number of lanes of

the two freeways upstream and downstream of the common section. A typical space

discretization of such a section is shown in Fig.3-17. The system consists of

two components, freeways with lane-changing (links B and E) and the remainder

(links A, C and D). Links B and E are treated separately, and lane-changing

dynamics are considered along the section between links B and link E rather than

at a single point.

Modelling of lane-changing is taken into account by the lane-changing term

g(x,t) in the numercial solution of the conservation equation (Eq.3-2). Lane

changing dynamics are considered not only explicitly at the boundaries of links

B and E but also implicitly between lanes on each link. When average lane flow

between links B and E are unbalanced, the traffic on the heavier link tends to

change to another link for better driving conditions and this flow represents

the lane-changing term between two links. This lane-changing term is averaged

and spreads over all the lanes on each link.

The following numerical algorithm allows computation of density (K), speed

(U) and flow (Q) at each node of the discretized freeway system.
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Fig. 3-17 Space Discretization of Merging of Two freeways
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(A) Links A, C and D

These links are characterized by the absence of flow generation. Density,

speed and flow at the internal nodes 1 to Jp(p - { A, C, D )) are given by

Equations 3-2 to 3-4. If 0
A is the first node of the simulation section then it

is treated as an external boundary where the boundary condition of KoA(n+l) and

UOA(n+l) is determined from the input demand pattern. From known QOA(n+l), the

corresponding density and speed are determined. Otherwise, the values are

derived from Equations 3-2 to 3-4. If node Jc is the downstream boundary of

simulation section, then it is treated as an external boundary. Node OD is the

upstream boundary of the merging freeway. Thus, KoD(n+l) and UOD(n+l) are

determined from the demand pattern.

(B) Links B and E

These links are characterized by the fact that lane-changing may occur

between two links. Lane-changing between links B and E is treated explicitly

and is assumed to occur along the entire section (as opposed to at a single

point within the section). Specifically:

Step 1: Determine lane-changing demand at each node j over link B and

E by comparing the average lane flow of link E with that of

link B

q ,(n) - ((Q B(n)*NLB+Qj,E(n)*NLE)/(NLB+NL )-QjB(n))*NLB

where,

Q ,B(n), Q J(n) - average lane flow at node j of link B and

E in the n-th time step

q, (n) - lane-changing demand at node j in the n-th time step

NL, NL. - number of lanes on links B and E
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Step 2: Determine the generation term at each node of link B and link E:

if q ,1 (n) > 0 ( average lane flow at node j of link E is

greater than that of link B, lane-changing occurs

from link E to link B);

otherwise q .,(n) < 0 ( average lane flow at node j of link E

is less than that of link B, lane-changing occurs from link B

to link E).

Calculate generation term from:

qj (n) 1

g ,E(n) -----------
dx (JE-j+l)

g , (n) = - gj,E(n)

where,

gj. (n) - generation term at node j of link E in the n-th

time step

g 0(n) - generation term at node j of link B in the n-th

time step

JE - the last node of link E (it is assumed that g j,(n)

decreases linearly with distance)

Step 3: With the generation term known, calculate K and corresponding

U and Q for the link B and for the link E separately from Eqs.

(1), (2) and (3). At each node of links B and E, the

generation term is added/subtracted and averaged across all

the lanes in each link.
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111.7.2 Testing of the freeway merging model

Hypothetical geometrics and demand patterns are used for the initial

testing. Fig.3-18 shows the hypothetical geometrics of the merging of two

freeways, where a two-lane freeway is merged into another two-lane freeway and

continues as a four-lane freeway without the loss of a lane. Demands of two

freeways were changed in every odd-numbered time slice to keep the demand sum of

two freeways constant (6000 vph).

The results of testing are presented in Table 3-8, where 30-minute

simulation results are summarized for six time slices. Zone four represents the

freeway merging section. The number of vehicles passing the end of each zone

during each time slice is a measure of the accuracy of the modelling. The

capacity of every section being greater than the demand implies uncongested

operation during the simulation; therefore, the number of vehicles passing the

end of zone 3 (after merging) during the even-numbered time slices should be the

demand sum of zones 1 and 4, which was constant (6000 vph).

Implementation of the modelling of the section including the merging of two

freeways revealed satisfactory results in terms of the conservation of the

volumes at the end of each zone. Table 3-8 shows that the number of vehicles

passing the end of zone 3 during even-numbered time slices are close to 500

veh/5 min (6000 vph). We can also see the expected speed distributions for

zones 2 and 3, which remained constant over all time slices.
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Table 3-8. Testing of a Merging of Two Freeways
(Hypothetical Situation)

Time Slice Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

1 ( 5 min) Vol,) 283 500 500 200
Speed2): 47.7 50.7 50.7 51.2

2 (10 min) Vol : 283 499 499 200
Speed 47.7 50.7 50.7 51.2

3 (15 min) Vol 213 502 502 300
Speed 51.1 50.7 50.7 48.0

4 (20 min) Vol 209 500 500 300
Speed 51.2 50.7 50.7 47.9

5 (25 min) Vol 251 504 504 250
Speed 50.7 50.7 50.7 50.7

6 (30 min) Vol 252 505 505 250
Speed : 50.7 50.7 50.7 50.7

number of cars passed
time slice (5 minutes)

at the end of each zone during each

2) Speed: Space mean speed (mph) for each zone during each time slice

1) Vol :
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111.7.3 Modelling of Diverging of a Freeway into Two Freeways

This geometric type is also new to KRONOS and characterized as the

diversion of a freeway, in which the total number of lanes before and after the

diversion is conserved.

A typical space discretization of such a section is shown in Fig.3-19. The

system consists of two components, freeways with lane-changing (links B and D)

and the remainder (links A, C and E). Links B and D are treated separately and

lane changing dynamics are considered implicitly at a single point.

The following numerical algorithm allows computation of density (K), speed

(U) and flow (Q) at each node of the discretized freeway system.

(A) Links A, C and E

These links are characterized by the absence of flow generation. Density,

speed and flow at internal nodes 1 to Jp(p = ( A, C and E )) are given by Eqs.

(3-2), (3-3) and (3-4). If node 0
A is the beginning of the simulation section,

it is treated as an external boundary where the boundary condition is given by

the demand pattern. Otherwise, the values are determined from Eqs.(3-2), (3-3)

and (3-4). If node Jc is the downstream boundary of the simulation section, it

is treated as an external boundary. Node JE is the last node of the diverging

freeway and treated as an external boundary.

(B) Links B and D

These links represent the section where lane-changing movements may occur.

Lane-changing between links B and D is treated implicitly and is assumed to

occur at the first node. Lane-changing cannot be considered explicitly because

diverging demand is dynamically changing. Specifically:

Step 1: Diverging demand of volume Qdiv[JA,n] in each time slice is

specified by the input
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Fig. 3-19 Space Discretization of Diverging of a Freeway into two Freeways

A
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Step 2: From the diverging demand Qdiv[JA,n] get the corresponding

speed and density and set to boundary values of 0 D. If the

flow condition at node OD+1 is congested, get density and

speed from congested region of Q-K curve, otherwise, obtain

it from uncongested region. Speed, density and flow on links

D and E are calculated from eqns (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). Node

JD(OE) is not treated as a boundary.

Step 3: Get the lane-changing term from the following equation:

qL[JAn] - QJA(n)*lane[D] - QdivJAn]

where, q,[JA,n] = lane-changing demand at node JA in the n-th

time step

Q JA(n) = average lane flow at the last node of link A

in the n-th time step

lane[D] - number of lanes on link D

Qdiv [JA,n] = diverging demand at node JA in the n-th

time step

Step 4: With the lane-changing term known, set the boundary condition

at the node 0O of link B:

QoB(n) - QJA(n) + q,[JA,n]/NLB

where, QOB(n) = average lane flow at the last node of link A

in the n-th time step

NLB = number of lanes on link B
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Step 5: From the known flow QOB(n) get the corresponding density and

speed and set the boundary condition. If the flow condition

at node 0B+1 is congested get density and speed from congested

region of Q-K curve, otherwise obtain it from uncongested

region. Speed, density and flow of links B and C are

calculated from Eqns. (1), (2) and (3). Node JB(OC) is

not treated as a boundary.

111.7.4 Testing of the diverging model

Fig.3-20 shows the hypothetical geometrics created for testing purposes,

where a four-lane freeway diverges into two 2-lane freeways. Demands upstream

of the freeway in each time slice are kept constant, and the demand of the

diverging freeways are changed in every odd-numbered time slice. Table 3-9

shows the 30-minute simulation results, where the duration of each time slice is

5 minutes. Zone 4 represents the diverging freeway section. The number of

vehicles counted at the end of each zone is a measure of the accuracy of the

modelling. Because the capacity of every section is greater than the demand,

the sum of the cars passing the ends of zones 3 and 4 (diverged freeways)

during the even-numbered time slices should be equal to the upstream demand,

which was constant (6000 vph).

Error indices less than 1.0 % indicate close agreement of the proposed

modelling in terms of the conservation of the volumes. Table 3-9 shows that the

number of vehicles passing the end of zones 3 and 4 during even time slices are

close to 500 veh/5 min (6000 vph).
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Table 3-9. Test results of the diverging model with the example data
(Hypothetical Situation)

Time Slice Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Error,

1 ( 5 min) Voll) 509 501 297 203
Speed z ) : 50.7 47.8 46.9 51.2

2 (10 min) Vol 509 502 301 201 -0.4
Speed 50.7 47.6 46.4 51.2

3 (15 min) Vol 510 506 221 285
Speed 50.7 50.2 50.6 47.8

4 (20 min) Vol : 510 506 211 295 -1.2
Speed 50.7 50.2 51.1 47.4

5 (25 min) Vol : 511 516 256 257
Speed : 50.7 50.3 50.2 50.4

6 (30 min) Vol : 511 515 253 252 -1.0
Speed : 50.7 50.3 50.2 50.7

1) Vol : number of cars passed at the end of each zone during every
time slice (5 minutes)

Speed: Space mean speed (mph) for each zone

Demand - (Vol(Zone 3) + Vol(Zone 4)
Error -

Demand

during each time slice

* 100 (.)

2)

3)
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF A SPEED-DENSITY RELATIONSHIP AND CALIBRATION OF SPEED

ESTIMATION PARAMETERS FOR THE I-35W FREEWAY

IV.1 Overview of the I-35W traffic data

To test and calibrate the KRONOS simulation models in the Twin Cities

traffic environment, real speed-volume data were collected from an 8-mile

section of the I-35W freeway in the previous phase of this project (6). Since

the current Mn/DOT loop detection system provides only volume and occupancy

measurements, the speed data were collected manually using stopwatches. Fig.4-1

illustrates the data collection sites, which coincides with locations where loop

detectors already exist. A total of 70 people were hired on a temporary basis

and trained to cover 35 collection sites for 6 peak periods on 6 different days

in November 1989. The following data were collected;

1) Approximately 6500 data sheets containing sample travel time

measurements of vehicles passing between two observation posts for each lane,

for every 5-min. interval,

2) 6 loop detector files including the measurements of volume/occupancy

passing the observation posts on the mainline and merging/exiting volume at

ramps every 5-min. interval,

3) 18 tube detector files covering ramps where loop detectors

malfunctioned.

4) Heavy commercial vehicle counts at selected locations.

The rest of this chapter describes the processing procedure and the analysis

results of the above data.
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IV.2 Data coding and processing

First, the travel time measurements recorded in the data sheets were

coded into computer files. Each travel-time data file contains one-day

measurements for one site. A total of 174 files were produced by Mn/DOT (157

files) and by the U of Mn (15 files) with two different types of format, i.e.,

ASCII and Lotus. These data files were converted to have a common format

suitable for the statistical treatment, which eliminated measurement errors and

calculated average speed values. A comprehensive data processing program was

developed to treat data statistically and to combine the resulting speed

information with other data, such as volume and occupancy. The processing

program graphically displays the travel-time measuements for each lane on the

computer screen for the visual detection of outliers. After eliminating

outliers, the program produces speed, volume and occupancy data for every 5 min.

interval by combining volume and occupancy information stored in other files.

The final data structure consists of 6 files, one for each day, in Lotus spread-

sheet format. Fig.4-2 illustrates the data processing procedure adopted in this

project.

IV.3 Development of the new speed-density relationship

Using the speed-flow data processed as described in the previous section,

a speed-density relationship was derived for the I-35W test freeway section.

Fig.4-3 and 4-4 shows the speed(flow)-density plots derived from measurements

for 4 peak periods. In this research, all 6 days' measurements were used to

derive a single, representative speed-density relationship for the I-35W

freeway. The resulting curve and data points are shown in Fig.4-5. However, it

should be noted that, depending on traffic conditions, such as weather and

geometrics, there could be significant variations in the speed-density

relationships for the same roadway section. For example, Fig.4-3 shows
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the speed(flow)-density relationships for the morning traffic in the north bound

I-35W freeway section, while Fig.4-4 shows the same relationships for the

afternoon, south bound I-35W traffic with inclimate weather conditions.

Further, Fig.4-6 illustrates the speed-density relationships at two locations

with different lane configurations, i.e., 2-lane vs 3-lane. As shown in these

figures, the speed-density relationships can vary significantly depending on

locations and weather conditions, which illustrates the limitations in using a

single speed-density relationship for the entire freeway section.

IV.4 Calibration of speed estimation parameters for single-detector stations

Speed information plays an important role in traffic management as a

potential indicator of problems on the roadway and a good measure of system

effectiveness. While speed data can be directly measured by using closely

spaced pairs of detectors, which can calculate speeds on the basis of the time

taken to cross the gap between the detectors, the current Mn/DOT detection

system consists of the single-detector stations which provide only volume and

occupancy measurements. In this section, the speed estimation procedure from

single-detector data, i.e., volume and occupancy, is calibrated by using the I-

35W data processed in the previous section. The following formula is generally

used to calculate speed in the absence of pairs of closely spaced detectors.

speed - a (flow/occupancy)

where a is a constant to convert the units to their proper values and is related

to mean vehicle length plus detector size. While the above formula is based on

assumptions that are not valid in case of extreme traffic conditiohs, i.e., very

light and heavy, it provides reasonable estimates of speed for most of the range

of uncongested traffic (roughly 8 to the mid-20 % range of occupancies) (8). In

this section, the value of a in the above formula is
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calibrated by using the linear regression technique for each detector station

where the speed data was collected along with volume and occupancy data. The 5-

min. volume and 5-min. occupancy data were used in this calibration, i.e.,

Speed (mile/hr) - a (5-min. Volume)/(5-min. Occupancy)

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the resulting a values for each station . The t-

statistics indicate that all a values are statistically significant at the 95%

confidence level.

From Table 3 and 4, it can be seen that there are significant variations

in a values across the stations, while small variations exist at the same

detector stations over different days. The fact that different locations have

different a values seems to indicate that there exist substantial variations in

terms of the sensitivity ranges in loop detector stations.
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Table 4-1. Calibration results (1-35W North Bound)

(t-statistics)

LOCATION 11/7 11/8 11/9

86N 4.98 (78.7) 4.99 (151.2) 4.98 (192.3)

82N 5.31 (108.4) 5.46 (91.03) 5.37 (92.0)

78N

76N 5.27 (142.5) 5.12 (74.9) 5.20 (123.5)

73N 5.24 (84.1)

70N 4.98 (78.7) 5.34 (78.1) 4.43 (149.7)

66N

63N

62N

61N 4.74 (79.2) 4.93 (144.5) 4.83 (136.1)

60N 5.52 (50.7) 5.44 (56.9) 5.30 (60.2)

55N 4.68 (117.2) 3.89 (125.3) 4.62 (98.5)

53N 4.31 (99.3) 4.57 (44.8)

50N

46N

42N

38N

35N 3.89 (176.4) 3.83 (144.2)

31N

28N

26N 4.97 (95.0) 4.70 (141.0)

20NX

20N 4.50 (89.0) 4.64 (95.6)
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Table 4-2. Calibration results (I-35W South Bound)

(t-statistics)

LOCATION 11/14 11/20 11/21

86S

82S

78S

76S 5.18 (61.8) 5.13 (109.3) 5.98 (16.7)

73S

70S 2.78 (112.9) 2.73 (151.4) 2.13 (8.3)

66S

63S 4.49 (64.9) 4.54 (102.9) 4.64 (20.0)

62S 6.50 (32.1) 19.2 (67.6) 15.1 (34.1)

61S 3.00 (23.0) 5.57 (62.5) 5.46 (66.4)

60S 4.37 (39.3) 4.71 (78.4) 3.11 (60.1)

55S

53S 4.71 (46.9)

50S 4.45 (37.0) 3.90 (50.1)

46S 3.62 (12.9) 3.13 (49.4)

42S 4.75 (35.1) 7.00 (26.2)

38S

35S 4.31 (28.8)

31S

28S

26S

20Sm 5.50 (93.0) 6.22 (53.7) 5.62 (96.7)

20S 4.30 (94.9) 4.28 (82.6) 4.23 (47.6)

_ _ _ I.__. .__ . . __._ _
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V. TESTING AND VALIDATION OF THE KRONOS PROGRAM

V.1 Test sites and input data preparation

The enhanced KRONOS, V6.5, is tested and validated using the I-35W

freeway section, where the traffic data were collected, as the test section.

Fig.5-1 & 5-2 illustrate the schematic representation of the 8-mile test section

in both directions. While.the collected data contains 6 days' measurements for

the test section, due to detector malfunctions, only 4 days' data were usable to

create 3 hours of consecutive input volume information for all ramps in the test

section. Using the real-volume data collected from the upstream boundary and

entrance/exit ramps as the demand pattern for the test freeway section, 4 input

data files for the KRONOS simulation were prepared. The capacity of each

individual freeway segment was estimated by using the Highway Capacity Manual

and field observations.

V.2 Validation results

The 8-mile test freeway section was simulated with the new speed-density

relationship, developed in the previous chapter, for 4 days, i.e., 2 morning and

2 afternoon peak periods. The simulation results were compared with the real

volume/speed data collected from the test section.

To evaluate quantitatively the model performance, the following error

measurements are calculated:

Percentage Difference (PD: %): 100 * (Measured - Estimated)k / Measuredk

Mean Percentage Difference (MPD: %):

[ 100 * (Measured - Estimated)k / Measuredk ] / N

Mean Absolute Error (MAE):

[ [(Measured - Estimated)k] / N

where N - the number of measured points.
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Figures 5-3 & 5-4 illustrate the error (Percentage Difference) distribution of

the 5-min. volume/speed estimation results for one morning and one afternoon

period, and Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show the Mean Error (MPD & MAE) of each test site

for four days. As indicated in these figures and tables, the model showed very

satisfactory performance with the morning data set, where traffic was relatively

uncongested, while the estimation error increased in the two afternoon peak

periods, in which traffic was heavily congested due to inclimate weather

conditions. For example, the comparisons for the Nov.7, 1989 morning data

suggest that, out of 576 data points estimated by KRONOS (16 stations * 36 (5-

min. time intervals)), 92% of volume and 82% of speed estimation results were

within 15% of the actual measurements. However, during the afternoon of Nov. 20

peak period, only 62 % of volumes and 51 % of speeds were within 15 % of the

actual measured data. Further, the MPD of volume for 2 mornings ranges from

0.6 % to 15.9 %, while the speed MPD for the same 2 mornings was between 2.5 %

and 28.0 %. For two afternoons, the volume estimation MPD ranges from 7.1 % to

27.6 % and the speed MPD between 2.8 % and 31.7 %. The higher error in speed

estimation indicates the need to use multiple speed-density relationships

reflecting weather conditions rather than a single curve throughout. Further,

the speed estimation error indicates the need for more effort in calibrating

speed-density curves and estimating the capacities. The latter is a very

important issue common to all macroscopic simulation models and is currently

being investigated. Overall, the test results using four peak periods show very

satisfactory performance of the enhanced KRONOS program in light to moderate

traffic conditons, while they indicate further investigation to explain the

higher differences during heavy congestion. One possible explanation is the

lack of sufficient stable data for deriving the speed-density relationship

during such conditions. Clearly either a new methodology for this has to be

developed or more advanced state equations have to be developed that do not

require employment of such relationships.
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Mean error of the Volume/Speed Estimation Results (Morning)

(6:00 - 9:00 a.m.

Nov. 7

Volume/5-min.

MPD MAE*

86N

82N

78N

76N

73N

70N

66N

63N

62N

61N

60N

55N

53N

46N

42N

Site
No.I

Volume/5-min.

0.7

2.5

6.6

4.0

3.5

3.5

4.7

14.4

8.4

6.9

7.1

4.6

7.1

4.9

4.8

4.2

Speed/5-min.I
Speed/5-min.

MPD MAE"

4.6 2.3

3.3 1.9

7.8 3.7

3.7 2.5

N/A N/A

3.3 1.9

2.5 1.4

5.9 2.4

N/A N/A

24.2 10.5

21.8 10.5

15.4 8.2

20.5 9.3

7.9 4.3

4.4 2.6

3.8 2.1

*: veh/hr/lane

Table 5-1

13.6

42.6

96.6

57.3

54.3

53.7

65.2

196.0

133.7

139.8

128.0

88.2

134.2

95.7

73.8

73.3

0.6

2.3

7.8

4.4

5.0

4.5

5.9

15.9

9.6

5.9

6.9

3.9

6.5

4.1

3.4

3.635N

II I

12.3

41.9

116.8

64.6

79.1

72.8

82.9

221.5

155.1

125.3

129.7

77.4

127.1

82.1

65.0

67.8

6.9

3.8

5.6

4.8

6.1

4.2

4.5

16.4

N/A

28.0

17.3

16.5

26.1

6.1

4.0

4.9

i

3.8

1.9

3.2

2.5

3.4

2.4

2.3

5.1

N/A

13.3

7.3

6.8

9.8

2.4

2.4

2.7
- --

** : miles/hr

Nov. 9

uD
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Table 5-2 Mean Error of the Volume/Speed Estimation Results (Afternoon)

(3:30 - 6:30 p.m.)

Nov. 14 Nov. 20

Site Volume/5-min. Speed/5-min. Volume/5-min. Speed/5-min.

MPD MAE* MPD MAE" MPD MAE MPD MAE

46S 5.5 83.0 27.0 8.6 13.1 223.9 26.2 11.5

50S 7.1 114.5 27.1 9.8 14.4 255.7 31.6 11.1

53S 10.2 156.1 N/A N/A 11.5 198.1 30.3 11.5

60S 9.2 137.3 31.4 7.1 20.8 359.2 30.8 6.0

61S 13.9 211.8 21.8 6.6 15.7 276.7 31.7 8.3

62S 10.4 145.2 20.7 8.7 8.2 131.8 2.8 1.3

63S 27.6 273.6 30.2 12.4 20.0 238.5 15.6 7.1

70S 16.1 217.8 13.6 7.3 8.4 141.3 20.0 11.2

76S 17.1 215,4 14.6 7.5 7.9 123.3 16.4 9.4

78S 24.1 246.2 N/A N/A 17.1 224.7 7.1 3.2

*: veh/hr/lane ** : miles/hr
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VI. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

VI.1 Overview of the sensitivity analysis

In this chapter, the sensitivity of the KRONOS simulation models with

respect to the changes in the input parameters, i.e., the speed-density

relationship and capacities of each individual freeway segment, is investigated.

While the current KRONOS program uses a single speed-density relationship for

the entire freeway section to be simulated, the capacities of individual

segments can be provided by the user. Using these capacities for each segment,

KRONOS adjusts the default or user-specified speed-flow-density relationship to

reflect specific traffic conditions of each segment. Fig.6-1 illustrates the

effects of different capacities on the flow-density relationships and the

corresponding speed-density relationships. In this project, the effects of the

variations in capacities, and thus, the effects of different speed-flow-density

relationships on the simulation results are investigated for major types of

freeway segments, i.e., merging, diverging and weaving segments.

VI.2 Merging segment

Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show the geometrics of the merging area and the

demand pattern used in this sensitivity analysis. Four types of upstream

arrival demand were used; Light-uncongested (volume/capacity : 35-45%), high-

uncongested (v/c: 75-85%), high-congested (v/c: 75-85%), heavy-congested (v/c:

35-45%) demand patterns. For each demand pattern the example merging area was

simulated for a 30-min. period with 3 different values of capacity in the

merging area (zone 2) -- 5280, 5860, and 6440 vehicles per hour -- while the

capacities of other zones, i.e., zone 1 and zone 3, remained constant.
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Table 6-1 Sensitivity of the merging model

Capacity Upstream Flow Volume changes i-n (% ee changes n (%)
increase Arrival Type

in Zonez2 Demand on Xi 71 -= -o 7 .... -,
tone sj LOfl~ ~9 7?jr,~ ~

V/C:35-45 L'ncong.
(%) Cong.

V/C:75-85 Ln.con g.
;%) Cong.

V/C:35-45 L'ncong.
(%) Cong.

V/C:75-85 Uncong.
(%) Cong.

.I30

0.04

3).25

3.30
0.06

0.00
0.17

1.80
3.80

-0.35
0.00

5.32 -0.50
9.77 0.68

1.91
6.65

-0.61
0.00

8.48 -0.93
12.06 -0.89

0.00 11.65
-0.64 0.96

0.17 20.70
0.46 0.12
0.46 0.12 -10.39

0.00 23.38
0.00 2.24

0.17 41.57
0.23 -2.66

+11%

+22%

k.4

0.00
0.00

0.61
-10.39

0.00
0.00
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-11.31
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Table 6-1 shows the percentage change in volume and speed for each zone

for the 30-min. period. For each demand pattern, the case with the lowest

capacity (5280 vph) was used as the base case. As illustrated in Table 6-1,

for the uncongested traffic, the capacity increase in the merging segment

resulted in a substantial increase in speed while the volume increase was

relatively insignificant. In the case of congested traffic, the volume increase

proved to be more significant than the speed increase. Further, in the case of

the congested-high demand (V/C: 75-85%), an 11% increase of capacity resulted in

an approximately 10% increase in volume, while an additional 11% increase in

capacity resulted in only an additional 3% increase in volume. This appears to

indicate that as the capacity approaches the point at which conditions would

become uncongested, the incremental increase in volume approaches zero.

VI.3 Diverging segment

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 show the geometrics of the diverging area and the

demand pattern used in this sensitivity analysis. Four types of upstream

arrival demand were used; Light-uncongested (volume/capacity : 35-45%), high-

uncongested (v/c: 75-85%), high-congested (v/c: 75-85%), heavy-congested (v/c:

35-45%) demand patterns. For each demand pattern the example diverging area was

simulated for a 30-min. period with 3 different values of capacity in the

diverging area (zone 2) -- 5220, 5800, and 6380 vehicles per hour -- while the

capacities of other zones, i.e., zone 1 and zone 3, remained constant.

Table 6-2 shows the percentage change in volume and speed for each zone

for the 30-min. period. For each demand pattern, the case with the lowest

capacity (5220 vph) was used as the base case. As illustrated in Table 6-2,

for the uncongested traffic, the capacity increase in the merging segment

resulted in a substantial increase in speed while the volume increase was much

smaller.
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Table 6-2 Sensitivity of the diverging model

Capacity Upstream Flow V'Luime changes in %)eed chanesincrease Arrival TypeS/ e . )in o.-e2 Demand Zone =1 Zone -ne o ne :3 Zone -1 Zone =92 Zone 3-- Z..n 

* 

3

W`/C:35-45 Uncong. 0.00 6.42 -0.50 0.00 1,31% (%) Cong. 0.03 4.75 0.00 0.00 2.78 0.00
V/C:75-85 Uncong. -0.01 3.70 -0.02 ,0.0 6.93 0.07

(%) Cong. 0.09 11.40 0.34 .37 8.08 4.93

V/C:35-45 Uncong. 0.00 12.28 -. 6 0.00 22.70 0.00%) Cong. 07 1045 0 0.00 .005.84 0.005 22%•8.O
v/C:75-85 ncong. -0.01 9.99 -0.03 0.00 29.63 0.07

%) _qong. 0.12 22.7-1 )..16 3.26 14.00 -9.5
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In the case of congested traffic, the volume increase proved to be more

significant than the speed increase. Further, in the case of the congested-high

demand (V/C: 75-85%), an 11% increase of capacity resulted in an approximately

11% increase in volume, while an additional 11% increase in capacity also

resulted in only an additional 11% increase in volume. This result fulfilled

expectations, since for a congested situation in a diverging zone, the factor

limiting the volume is the capacity of that zone. For speeds, the change was

not as regular. However, across both tested levels of congestion (congested and

uncongested) and both volume-to-capacity ratio levels, there is a tendency

illustrated in Table 6-2 of speeds to increase at a slower rate for the second

incremental difference in capacity than it did for the first incremental

difference in capacity.

VI.4 Weaving segment

Figures 6-6 and 6-7 show the geometrics of the weaving area and the

demand pattern used in this sensitivity analysis. Four types of upstream

arrival demand were used; Light-uncongested (volume/capacity : 35-45%), high-

uncongested (v/c: 75-85%), high-congested (v/c: 75-85%), heavy-congested (v/c:

35-45%) demand patterns. For each demand pattern the example weaving area was

simulated for a 30-min. period with 3 different values of capacity in the

weaving area (zone 2) -- 3600, 4000, and 4400 vehicles per hour -- while the

capacities of other zones, i.e., zone 1 and zone 3, remained constant.

Table 6-3 shows the percentage change in volume and speed for each zone

for the 30-min. period. For each demand pattern, the case with the lowest

capacity (3600 vph) was used as the base case.
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Zone #1 Zone 92 Zone ;3

2825 ft. 480 ft. 1520 ft.

(4000) 
(4000)

(1500) (1500)

() capacity in veh/hr.

Capacity of Zone #2

Base Case - 3600 vph

Case 2 - 4000 vph

Case 3 - 4400 vph.

Fig. 6-6 Geometries of the example weaving area



Demand Patterns
Weaving

5 10 15 20 25 30
Simulation Time Slice (min)

upstream demand(v/c:75-85%) On-ramp demand(v/c:75-85%)

Off-ramp demand(vwc:75-85%)

Demand Patterns
Weaving

S 10 15 20 25 30
Simulation Time Slice (min)

upstream demand(v/c:35- 45%) - On-ramp demand(v c:35-45%)

Off-ramp demand(v.c:35-45%)
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Fig. 6-7 Demand pattern of the example weaving area
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Table 6-3 Sensitivity of the weaving model

Capacity Upstream Flow Voilume cnanas tn Spea c nes ninc rease Arrival F ype & n
in Zone*2 Demand Zone 1 Zone x2 Zone 3 Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

V/C:35- 4 5 Uncong. 0.00 5.02 2.58 0.00 10.34 0.00A) Cong. -0.26 1,85 00 0.15 . 0.00
÷ 5!0.00" 0.•5 3.41 0.00

V/C: 75-85 L'ncong. 0.00 3.98 0.04 0.00 20.37 -0.06) Cong. -0.57 4.97 -0.64 -0.86 2.04 -0.86

V/C:35-45 Uncong. .000 6.84 2.58 0.00 22.49 0.00
(+2 2) Cong. -0.14 3.44 0.00 0.15 4.60 0.00+22% 1 4.60 0.00

V/C:75-85 Uncong. 0.00 5.48 0.08 0.00 39.56 0.00() Cong. -. 51 8.41 -2.40 -1.27 3.21 -3.45
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As illustrated in Table 6-3, for uncongested traffic, the capacity

increase in the merging segment resulted in a substantial increase in speed --

on the order of 10 to 20 percent (depending on the volume-to capacity ratio) for

each 11 percent increase in capacity -- while the volume increase was much less

significant -- a maximum of 5 percent for each 11 percent increase in capacity.

In addition, for the lower values of volume-to-capacity ratio, the percentage

increase in volume was higher and in speed was lower than for the higher values

of volume-to-capacity ratio.

In the case of congested traffic, the percentage increases in both volume

and speed were, in general, smaller than in the uncongested case for the same

incremental increases in capacity. For an incremental increase of 11% in

capacity, the highest percentage change in either volume or speed was less than

5 percent. In addition, for both speed and volume, the table revealed a

tendency for the percentage increase in the measure to be greater for the first

incremental capacity increase than for the second incremental increase.

In general, the sensitivity analyses performed indicate that volumes are

more sensitive to changes in capacity in congested situations and in situations

where the volume is relatively close to capacity. Volumes are less sensitive to

changes in capacity in relatively uncongested conditions. Conversely, speeds

appear to be more sensitive to incremental changes in capacity in relatively

uncongested conditions. This finding was somewhat surprising, since absolute

speeds in uncongested conditions are higher than for congested conditions and,

consequently, a greater change in absolute speed is required to attain the same

percentage change as for the congested case. Yet the higher percentage changes

are consistently seen in the tables for the uncongested simulations.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS

The enhanced KRONOS program provides a practical tool to traffic engineers

for evaluating various freeway design and management alternatives, including

decisions frequently made in freeway operations, such as ramp metering, lane

blockages, construction and maintenance operations and others. The program,

taking advantage of the recent advancements in the microcomputer hardware

technology, has the user-friendly menu-driven input/output modules which

significantly reduced the time-consuming effort to prepare input and analyze the

results. The test results with the field data collected from an 8-mile section

of the I-35W freeway show very promising model performance in estimating volume

and speed through time.

While the data used in this study provide sufficient information to

evaluate the overall performance of the model, more detailed measurements of

speed, density and volume at shorter time and space increments are required to

develop accurate models that can be applicable in a real-time environment.

Future plans include the collection of such detailed data using the video-

detection system currently being developed at the University of Minnesota. A

total of 38 video-detectors are planned to be installed by 1993 along a 2.5-mile

section of the 1-394 freeway in Minneapolis, Minnesota (9). This section will

serve as a live laboratory for collecting and studying traffic characteristics

as well as for testing and validating the KRONOS program in a more rigorous

fashion by fully analyzing the traffic dynamics in merging, diverging and

weaving areas.
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Further enhancements to KRONOS needed to be made include optimal

calibration of multiple speed-density relaitonships for each section of freeway,

High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) priority treatment, corridor modelling with demand-

diversion, estimation of optimal ramp metering rates, and development of high-

order continuum models which do not require equilibrium speed-density

relationships, etc. Finally an input interface which can automatically extract

the necessary input information (geometric and demand) from available databases

will be developed, so that time-consuming manual efforts in preparing the input

data can be minimized.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

KRONOS6 is a personal computer based interactive,

menu/window-driven macroscopic freeway simulation program

with EGA graphics capabilities.

This program allows simulation at various levels of

complexity. Sophisticated macroscopic modelling specifically

developed for the program is used to model complex

pheonomena, of merging, diverging and weaving. The freeway

is simulated in an intergrated fashion. The coupling effects

of ramps are considered in determinw actual entering and

exiting flows as well as the simultaneous development of

queues and propagation of congestion on both the freeway and

its ramps.

Input to the program is entered interactively and

includes conventional traffic parameters, freeway and ramp

characteristics (e.g. capacity, free flow speed, jam

density), demands (including percentage of exiting volumes

at off ramps) and geometric information.

Output includes estimation of delays, stops, energy

isumption, pollution levels and other important measures

of effectiveness. In addition, two and three dimensional

plots of speed, flow and density are produced for dynamic

description of these basic variables in time and space.

For more flexibility, the output can also be provided

in LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheet format.

1.1
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1. 2 Background

Detailed and realistic analysis of freeway flow

dynamics, even in simple situations, can rarely be made

analytically or through other convenient tools such as

nomographs or design curves. Such analysis is needed in

comparing alternative geometric configurations, estimating

the effects of improvements, determining the adequacy of

traffic management schemes, assessing the impact of control

strategies, and studying the formation and dissipation of

congestion of the freeway and its ramps. Although analytical

and empirical approximations for tackling problems such as

these could be made, at best only estimates can be expected.

More accurate results are usually obtained through

simulation.

To make simulation more appealing and more accessible,

an interactive, menu/window driven personal computer based

freeway simulation program, KRONOS6, has been developed. The

attractiveness of the program lies in its simplicity, both

in terms of entering the input and interpreting the output,

its flexibility in terms of desired accuracy, and its

completeness in terms of graphic capcbilities and estimation

of measures of effectiveness.

KRONOS6 is an analysis tool to be used by traffic

engineers to evaluate existing conditions, ramp metering

strategies, and alternative designs as well as special

conditions such as lane blockages caused by incidents or

short-term construction or maintenance activities.The

program also can be used to determine entrance or exit ramp

capacities, merging capacities, and optimum metering rates,

although these applications require an iterative process on

the part of the user.

1.2
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1.3 Features

1.3.1 Traffic phenomena taken into account.

Traffic phenomena such as merging, diverging, weaving,

and spillbacks from exit ramps to the freeway proper are

taken into account by the program. Simulation of these

phenomana was made possible through extensive macroscopic

model development and experimentation. In this modeling, the

coupling effects of ramps are considered in determining

actual entering and exiting flows, while simultaneously

following the development of queues and propagation of

congestion on both the freeway and ramps.

1.3.2 Complex Geometric Configurations.

The program can also be used to simulate complex

geometric configurations such as left side merging,

diverging and weaving segments and left side lane additions

and drops.

1.3.3 EGA Graphical Interactive Input, Simulation and

Output.

The preparation of input data, freeway simulation and

interpretation of output results extensively employ color

graphics. For better resolution, all graphics are displayed

in EGA mode.(Enhanced Graphics mode) The program is designed

to be user interactive. The user can interact with the

program during data entry, freeway simulation and output

interpretation.

1.3.4 On-line Help Menu.

The program provides on-line help information which

explains most of the things that the user will need to know

in order to use the program properly. Most of the time, the

user can find instructions on how to get help at the bottom

of each window or within any menu. If the user chooses the

1.3
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help option, a help window with an explanation will be

displayed on the screen.

1.3.5 Easy Changes to Input Data.

Changes to input which has already been entered can be

made at any stage during data entry. Modification to

previously entered data can be accomplished simply by re-

entering only the data changes. For example, the user can

change the number of lanes for the entire freeway by

changing the number of lanes in the first segment of the

freeway.

1.3.6 Simulation Results.

From the basic flow parameters,(speed, flow, density)

the program derives total travel, total travel time, delay,

the extent of congestion (queue length and size), fuel

consumption and pollutant emission levels. These results are

summarized by user-specified segments and by entrance and

exit ramp. For ramps, the number of vehicles entering and

leaving, as well as the average and maximum queue lengths,

are also presented. Both intermediate and cumulative values

of the above measures of effectiveness are generated. Also

generated are two and three dimensional plots of speeds,

flows and densities showing dynamic changes of these

variables as a function of distance along the freeway and as

function of time.

Results of the simulation are stored on disk and can be

reviewed anytime after -thi mulation is completed.

1.3.7 LOTUS Interface.

Simulation results of KRONOS can be translated to LOTUS

spreadsheet files. The Kronos6.5 version has improved the

performance in building Lotus files. It is 30% faster than

before.

1.4
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1.3.8 Automatic Demand Data Generation.

Rather than requiring entry of demand data manually,
the program allows the demand pattern to be derived from a
file containing ADT and factors indicating the demand
distribution.

1.3.9 Segment Addition and Deletion.

The program allows the user to add or delete segments

anywhere within a previously-entered freeway section,

eliminating the need to re-enter the geometric data for the

entire freeway.

1.3.10 Data storage for Sequential Simulations.

The program is capable of saving the final conditions

from one simulation to be used as the initial conditions,

for the same freeway section, in a later simulation.

1.4 System Requirements

1.4.1 Hardware Requirements.

An IBM personal computer (PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, PS/2) or

fully compatible computer with a minimum of 640KB RAM

memory, keybord, one 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB floppy disk drive and

hard disk. A hard disk is required for the current version

of the simulation.

An IBM enhanced color graphics adaptor (EGA card) and

color monitor. The program will stop if EGA graphics mode is

unavailable.

An IBM 80-column dot matrix (or compatible) printer

with graphics capabilities or a Hewlett Packard Laser

printer (Laser jet or Deskjet) and printer cable. (The

1.5
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printer is required only if a hard copy of simulation

results is desired.)

Fig. 1.1 System requirements

A 8087/80287/80387 Math Coprocessor is recommended for

significantly reducing the execution times. There are two

versions of the simulation module of the program. One

requires a Math Coprocessor and one does not. The version

which requires a Math Coprocessor can be used only on a

computer with a Math Coprocessor, the other one can be used

on a computer with or without a Math Coprocessor. If

problems are encountered running the simulation portion of

the program on your computer, the wrong version may have

been employed.

1.4.2 Software Requirements.

PC-DOS or MS-DOS operating System version 3.0 or later.

1.6
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1.5 Prograu Limitations

Currently the KRONOS6.5 program has the following
limitations.

Maximum number of lanes : 6
Total freeway length : 55,000 feet

Maximum simulation time : 600 min

Maximum number of simulation time slices : 20

Maximum number of on ramps : 20

Maximun number of off ramps : 20

Maximum number of weaving segments : 10

Maximum number of lane drop/add segments : 5

Maximum number of incident cases : 5

Maximum lane capacity : 3000 vph

Maximum ramp capacity : 3000.vph

Maximum ramp length : 2000 feet

Maximum weaving segment length : 2000 feet

Maximum plots of each flow variable : 20

These limitations are checked by the program as yo.

enter the freeway data. The number of plots of flow

variables you request determines the quantity of disk space

required. The program will also check that there is enough

disk space to store simulation results.

1.6 About This Manual

The chapters of this user's manual are organized as

follows:

Chapter 1 briefly describes the background, features,

system requirements, limitations and installation of the

program.

Chapter 2 describes the overall structure of the

program and how to start the program.
1.7
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Chapter 3 contains a discussion of data preparation

procedures and examples of data entry screen displays.

Chapter 4 contains the description of different methods

for starting the simulation after simulation data has been

prepared. Also, descriptions of screen displays during the

freeway simulation are presented.

Chapter 5 includes information about obtaining

simulation results either on the screen or on the printer.

1.7 Installation

1.7.1 Make a Backup Diskette

It is recommended that a backup copy of your KRONOS

program disk be made. Use the DOS DISKCOPY command as

follows to make a backup disk:

DISKCOPY a: a:

(This example assumes your floppy disk drive is drive A.)

1.7.2 Install KRONOS6.5 to Fixed Disk

Operating KRONOS6.5 requires a hard drive. Install the

KRONOS program to your fixed disk by following the steps

below:

Ara. Insert the Kronos program disk into drive A: (or B:)

b. type A: (or B:) then press the Enter key.

c. type CD kronos6.5 (Enter).

d. type INSTALL [DRIVE:] [DIRECTORY NAME] (Enter).

Where [drive:] is

1.8
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any hard drive that the program is to be installed

and [Directory name]

is optional and indicates the path for installing

the KRONOS program. The

default directory name of KRONOS is KRONOS6.5. That

means if you type

INSTALL C: (Enter), the KRONOS program will be

installed to drive

C: under directory C:\KRONOS6.5.

e. type KRONOS (Enter) to start the program.

1.7.3 Modify CONFIG.SYS File

The CONFIG.SYS file in your computer must contain a

FILES=m statement. In order to run KRONOS program, a should

be set to 10 or greater. Follow the steps below to modify

your CONFIG.SYS file.

nge to the root directory of the disk from which the

computer is started. For example, if you have a hard disk,

type CD C:\ (ENTER).

b. Type DIR CONFIG.SYS and press ENTER to see if the file

exists. If the message 'File does not exist' appears, use

any text editor to create a file named CONFIG.SYS then skip

to step d. Otherwise, continue to the next step.

c. Type TYPE CONFIG.SYS and press ENTER to see the listing

of the CONFIG.SYS file. If you find a FILES=m statement in

the listing and a is equal to or greater than 10, then you

can skip the following steps. Otherwise, continue to the

next step.

d. Use any text editor to add or modify the CONFIG.SYS file

so that it has the statement FILES=0IO. Then Restart your

1.9
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computer by pressing CTRL-ALT-DEL to implement the new
CONFIG.SYS file.

1.8 HELP File

There is a file on your program diskette called

HELP.BAT. This file contains additional documentation,

instructions, etc., that have been changed since the writing

of this manual. It should be read before continuing any

further.

To read the file from the DOS prompt, type TYPE HELP

(Enter).

1.10
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CHAPTER 2 - USING KRONOS6.5

2. 1 Program Structure and Operation

The following directory and file arrangment should be

present on the working disk for running kronos6.5.(figure.

2.1)

XOHOS_._ _ -'O -- *.hip (hOwp essage)
N IHDeTA hiv .ucc

j kr6 (optional)
nkrono6. inp (optional)

sOUT.TA 1 __ d (opt ional)St0 (optional)
7:.-sy (optional)

r.im (option&l)
DEVICE ,--dttran.bindriver.exe

-- format.adt (Foroat of ADT file)
-tameb .fton

kronoos. ini
HELP.MT

-INSTALL.BAT (installation program)
-IMPUT..EX (data entry program)

SIR&L..ZX (simulation program)
-S_3IMUL.EXZ (mon meth-coprocemwor se-ion)

DISPLAY.EE (d isp lasimu lation results)
XRONOS.BAT (starts program)

Fig. 2.1 Tree Structure of KRONOS6.5 Program

In order to provide on-line help information, the

program needs to access help information from help files

located in the KRONOS6.5\DOC\ subdirectory. If these help

files are missing, the program is unable to provide on-line

help.

There are three different executable program modules in

this program. (Figure. 2.2) The first is used for data

preparation and is called INPUT.EXE. The second is called

SIMUL.EXE/NM.SIMUL.EXE and is the program which performs the

simulation (Math coprocessor and non-math coprocessor

version). The third, called DISPLAY.EXE, is used to show

graphical simulation results on the screen or to print the

results.

2.1
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FIG. 2.2 Program Function

Data entered using INPUT.EXE will be stored in the

KRONOS6.5\INDATA subdirectory as filename.kr6, where

filename is the name given by the user during the data entry

process. Under KRONOS6.5\INDATA you may also find

kronos6.inp ani c extent. Kronos6.inp is the

file used by the simulation module SIMUL.EXE or NM_SIMUL.EXE

as input data. Files named *.ukc (where * can be any name

less than 9 characters) are used to store user specified

speed-density curves. The file called ukbackup.ukc is the

backup default speed-density curve used by this program.

The simulation module of this program accesses freeway

data from the \KRONOS6. 5\IN DATA\kronos6.inp file and then

stores simulation results in the \KRONOS6.5\OUT_DATA

subdirectory. The simulation results will be stored in files

containing the following file extents: .moe, .spd, .flw and

.dsy.

Using the output module of this program (named

DISPLAY.EXE), simulation results can be shown graphically,

converted to Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet form or printed out.

2.2
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2,2 Starting the KRONOS6 Program

Change to the drive where you have your KRONOS

directory.

Change the current directory to KRONOS by typing CD

\KRONOS6.5 (enter).

Type KRONOS and press (ENTER) to start the program. The

program will display a welcome page (figure. 2.3) and wait

for your response. To go to next page, just press the ENTER

key.

FIG. 2.3 Welcome Page

The program then checks if the hardware requirements

are met by your computer. If your computer does not have EGA

or a compatible graphics adaptor, the program will stop at

this point and return to DOS. The program also checks for

the presence of a MATH co-processor. If the computer system

meets the hardware requirements, the program displays a

selection menu (figure. 2.4) with four options:

1. INPUT (starts data entry program)
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2.DISPLAY OUTPUT

3.SELECT PRINTER

2 - USING KRONOS6.5

(starts display program)

(select a proper printer for print

(return to DOS)

A window with the Hardware configuration and program

limitations is also displayed. The default printer is also

shown in the window. If the printer that is going to be used

is not the one indicated in the window, you must use the

<SELECT PRINTER> option to select the proper printer for

making print out.

r KRONOS8.S - FREEWAY SIMULATION PROGRAM

SELECT AN OPTION MHardware Configuration:
1. NUT Gra htpc mo@de: ECA1. INAT 1ath Co-prooessor :;Avallable
2. DISPLAY OUTPUT Total Disk Spes s$$Gese$* 9 utes
3. SELECT PRINTER PTotaln ee S Ausk sp A ll Os VI

4. QUIT Pitn«rte seleot*ed peon L". L4

Iayninst To ob)tin propeo print out
ou have to seloet a right printer.

Program Umitations.
Max Lanest 6
Pax Freava Lenglth3 53,600 feet
f•ax Misber of segments5 30
Mtax sinaultion times 600 min
MaX numtber of ttpw s1ioot 20

Fig. 2.4 KRONOS6.5 DRIVER MENU

A highlighted bar in this menu highlights the option

which can be selected by pressing the ENTER key. To choose

an option from this menu, use the arrow keys to move the

highlighted bar to the desired option, then press the ENTER

key.

Refer to Chapter 3 for details in using the input

module for input data preparation.

Refer to Chapter 4 for information concerning running

the simulation module of the program.

2.4
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2 - USING KRONOS6.5

Refer to Chapter 5 for a description of obtaining
simulation results.

2,3 Getting Help

This program is designed to be user friendly and easy
to use. You should be able to run the program without this
manual. The on-line help feature of this program should

provide most of the information needed to use this program.

The input and output modules of this program use screen

menus and windows extensively. In each menu displayed, the

first option is always its help option. If using this

program for the first time, it is recommended that you

choose the first option of each menu you encounter and read

the messages displayed in the help window before choosing

other options. Press the up/down arrow keys or page-up/page-

down keys to scan information.

Help messages can also be accessed from most of the

windows in the program by pressing the function key

indicated at the bottom of the current window. A small

window containing the help information pops up in front of

the current window. You can erase the help window return to

the current window by pressing the ESC key.

If questions remain even with the help information,

please refer to the appropriate section of this manual.

2.5





3 - INPUT MODULE

CHAPTER 3 - INPUT MODULE

This Module is used to enter a new freeway data set or
modify an existing freeway data set and to start the
simulation. Once the program starts, it automatically loads
the data set that you last used into memory.

3.1 Menu Options

There are 14 opptions in the main menu(Fig 3.1). Some of

them are displayed in a darker color when you first enter

this menu. These are options which cannot be selected for

some reason(e.g., data cannot be examined until it has been

entered or recalled).The Data summary window provides

information about current data set loaded in memory.

Help ata rfile: Owo
ter noU data Output files: Dewo

Recall ezisxi"i data Date: 7-18-91
haoChwe aistinl data Dsciption: 1rai Siml

lSU pla~ultiwm eua Total vnt: 9

s• aterew e Data t total Lretk (ft): 19
Duplcateat&urmiag a ile ,M I d time limi) "
Delete 4teSs-a"ta • iutti ,,imi.): 3
List amistin data iltm Simlation optim:
Displaj Free wa . .dmitnit

Display I • r(. o m e

Fig. 3.1 KRONOS Main Menu

Option 1. Help:

Provides help information about the Main menu and

system requirements. (Refer to section 3.2)

Option 2. Enter New Data:

In this part of the program a new freeway data set is

entered in every detail. All geometric and traffic related

3.1



3 - INPUT MODULE

information needed by the program to perform a simulation

run are entered. (Refer to section 3.3)

Option 3. Recall Existing Data:

Using this option you can retrieve an input data set

which has been entered and saved to disk previously. (Refer

to section 3.4)

Option 4. Exam/o3"nge Existing Data:

Use this option to go directly to one specific portion

of the input to check it or to make changes to it. You must

have a data set loaded (using option 2 or 3 above) to select

this option. (Refer to section 3.5)

Option 5. Start Simulation:

When this option is selected, the program will ask

which data file you want to simulate and will copy that file

to kronos6.inp, ich is the file needed by the simulation

module of this program. Before excuting the simulation

module, the input module will verify that there is enough

space on your working disk for storing the simulation

results. If there is not enough space, the program returns

to the main menu and displays an appropriate informative

message. (Refer to section 3.6)

Option 6. S1 y/Print Results:

Use this option to show output. (Refer to section 3.7)

Option 7. Save Freeway Data Set:

This option is used for saving input data just entered

or modified. (Refer to section 3.8)

Option 8. Duplicate a Freeway Data Set:

This option is used to create an exact duplicate of an

existing data set. (Refer to section 3.9)
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Option 9. Delete Freeway Data Set:

This option is used to delete an existing data set from

disk. (Refer to section 3.10)

Option 10. List Existing Data File:

This option is used to list all input data files saved

in the \KROMOS\IN_DATA subdirectory. (Refer to section 3.11)

Option 11. Display Freeway:

This option is used to display a graphical

representation of the freeway geometries •B screen.

(Refer to section 3.12)

Option 12. Display U-K Curve:

This option displays the speed-density curve on the

screen. (Refer to section 3.13)

Option 13. Display Freeway Components:

This option displays the different freeway segment

types that are selectable by the user. (Refer to section

3.14)

Option 14. Quit:

This option returns to the first selection menu of

KRONOS program and ends the data entry program. (Refer to

section 3.15)
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3.2 H EL

When you select this option, the <HELP MAIN> menu will

be shown on screen. There are three options in this menu.

The first two options display help windows and have related

help messages shown. Within the help window (figure 3.2),

use the up/down arrow keys and page up/page down keys to

view help information. You can return to the. <HELP MAIN>

menu anytime by pressing the ESC key. Selecting the 'e1t

option returns you to the main menu.

Option 1. About the Main Menu:

Shows you how to use the menu and the meaning of each

option in the main menu.

Option 2. System Requirements:

Gives you information aboiut the system requirements for

running this program.

Option 3. Close this Menu:

Returns you to the main menu.

-BUt SA-m a
btatTil: r - -tt^BBwior I=c tetuon-

TN U L 14 optiom is tO ism im. l(
sM t Otiom . %ly:

I t? 1 in elP iif•eMlati olt J im -i "in M

ONyIia option 2. l Itw Nm Dtta:D Del A 11 frpm* " ta t isat"e" in nwvr
List taUil. All gSmetic a t.fdfic ,,latw
I liu 1  idcrtico neede the rom. to pf W e

Sl a s$alatiou uIu a Uwt.
Itpj oartio. 3. cuill Existi Dta; . ;"
Wlt Usii tbis option to retpi int aa j--

L :Lt A :.ottai ?a / jss: lazt/esxt Mes-t

Fig. 3.2 Help Window
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3 - INPUT MODULE

3.3 ENTER NEW FREEWAY DATA SET

When you select this option, the <FREEWAY DATA SET>

menu (Fig. 3.3) with eight options is shown on the screen.
The program expects you to enter all the required data for a
simulation run. Input data remains in memory until it is

saved to a disk file. (Refer to section 3.8)

Fig. 3.3 Freeway Data Set Menu.

Option 1. Help:

Help information about this menu can be accessed by

choosing this option. A help window is displayed, from which

you may return to the <FREEWAY DATA SET> menu by pressing

the ESC key.

Option 2. Simulation Parameters:

For this option, the <SIMULATION PARAMETERS> window is

displayed in which you enter the following data: (Refer to

section 3.3.1)

a. Simulation time.

b. Number of time slices.

c. Minimum speed above which no delay is assumed.

d. Speed-density model or flow-density model.

3.5
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Option 3. Freeway Geometrics:

If this option is chosen, a window is displayed in
which you enter the following information:

a. Number of lanes in the first segment of the freeway.
b. Traffic composition.

When you have finished, a graphic window is dlspblyed

with the first segment predefined as a pipeline segment and

you can start to build your freeway by adding, replacing or

deleting segments. The first segment must be a pipeline

segment, and you can not change its type. The following

details about the segments that you have chosen are

required:

a. Length of each portion of the segment and the

associated ramps.

b. Capacity of the freeway proper and the associated

ramps.

c. Flow rate at the beginning of the simulation on the

freeway proper and the associated ramps. (Refer to section

3.3.2)

Option 4. Incident Simulation;

This option is used to enter data corresponding to an

incident on the freeway. (Refer to section 3.3.3)

Option 5. Demand Patterns:

For this option, a graphic window is displayed in which

you can load demand pattern from ADT files or enter the

following details: (Refer to section 3.3.4)

a. Arrival flow rates for each time slice on the

freeway proper just upstream of the section being evaluated.

b. Ramp demand for each time slice.

c. Ramp metering rate for each time slice.
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Option 6. Fuel Consumption and MOE's Option:

With this option, you can select the following data
options: (Refer to section 3.3.5)

a. Calculation of fuel consumption and pollution
levels.

b. Calculation of measures of effectiveness.

Option 7. Output Options:

The following data are entered using this option.(Refer

to section 3.3.6)

a. Flow variables to be plotted, as a function of time

and space, after the completion of the simulation.

b. Time increment for plotting the results.

c. Name of file where the simulation results will be

saved.

Option 8. Quit:

Returns to the main menu.

3.3.1 Simulation Parameters

When you choose this option, a window with the heading
"SIMULATION PARAMETERS : use ARROWS to move cursorX" is

displayed on screen. This window consists of three pages.

Each time you press the F1 key, the window will advance one

page. From the third page, pressing the Fi key will return

the program to the previous menu. The cursor can be moved

using the arrow keys. For each data item two values are

displayed. The left-most value is one currently used by the

program. The right-most value is the value you enter. This

value is not accepted until you press the ENTER key and the

program places it on the left side.
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3.3.1.1 General Simulation Parameters (page 1)

On the first page(Fig. 3.4), you enter the following
data:

Fig. 3.4 Firts Data Entry Window for Simulation

Parameters

a. Simulation Time :

This is the total amount of time (in minutes) for which
freeway simulation is to be performed. For example, if the
desired simulation is during the morning peak period from
630 a.m. to 800 a.m. the simulation time is 90 minutes. For
a complete and valid peak period analysis, the total
simulation time should begin and end in periods free of

congestion.

b. Number of Time Slices :

The volumes of' t ff entering and exiting the freeway

system normally vary over the entire simulation period.

These are averaged over smaller time periods, called time

slices, during which these volumes are assumed to be

relatively constant. Time slices are of equal duration,

typically 5 or 15 minutes. The number of time slices

multiplied by the time slice duration should equal the total

3.8
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3 - INPUT MODULE
simulation time. The Maximum number of time slices allowed
by this program is 20.

c. Flow Rates at every part of the Freeway :
The flows present at the start of the simulation of the

freeway may be specified in either of three ways:

i)you may specify the flow conditions along the freeway
and the ramps, in which case the flow rates are assumed to
be initially known and uniform,or

ii)Use the final condition of a previous simulation as
the initial condition. The previous run must have the same
geometric configuration as the current data set. The program
does not allow you to use the conditions from a previous run
if the geometrics do not match.

iii)you may use an initialization subroutine in which
case an initialization period should be given. In this case
the program simulates the freeway traffic for a period of
time starting with an empty freeway. The flows present on

the freeway at the end of this initialization period

represent the initial conditions for the actual simulation.

Arrival rates upstream of the freeway and on the ramps

during this period are assumed to be identical to those

specified by the user for th.. Mh lice. You must
ensure that an adequate initializatiot period is specified,

so that reasonable flows are present at the beginning of the

actual simulation. A default initialization period of 10

minutes is provided by the program.

d. Minimum Speed Above Which No Delay is Assumed :

If the speed in any part of the freeway falls below

this threshold minimum, it is assumed that vehicles are

experiencing delay. This delay is calculated from the
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difference of the actual travel time and the travel time if
the speed had been equal to this minimum.

e. Speed - Density Model (U-K Model) :

A speed density relationship is needed so that the

program can calculate the speeds, densities and flows

throughout the simulation. A default speed-density model is

provided by the program. You may enter your own, or you may

recall one which you saved to disk previously.

3, 3,1. 2 Speed-Density (U-K) Model/ Flow - Density (Q-K)

Model(pages 2 and 3)

Presented on the second page is information about the

use of the U-K model in this program. The number of points

in the U-K / Q-K model(Fig. 3.5) are also entered from this

page. To select the default U-K model, simply press Fl1 to

bypass this page.

fif0wumd hii'aw co sgurve I

Pl~AM tI - Caiautic"l S -fora each f. (OWLY 310!vtiiu bews
c

1plw. i's aaw i t" to ri t c aalm.. . it i J ev o
.wt-rd(Z3 -i 0

Fig. 3.5 Second Data Entry Window for Simulation

Parameters

From the third page involving simulation parameters,

you may enter your own U-K -model or view the default U-K /Q-

K model(Fig. 3.6). By pressing F2, the U-K /Q-K model is

displayed graphically on the screen. You can also select

between entering U-K/Q-K model by pressing F3.

3.10
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3 - INPUT MODULE

If you create your own model or modify the default

model, the program will ask if the model should be saved on

disk. If you choose to save the U-K /Q-K model, you are

prompted for a file name of not more than eight characters.

The program will save it as KRONOS6.5\IN_DATA\filename.UKC

where 'filename' is the name you specified.

tEwr no ,He. med-Dem i tU nolI
Acall 4 S1 i 2: Sh

M 
C
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Dupl1cal Ou 2 3 29 63 4 38 62
Ul La _ W 5  32 61 6 35 66
List ex 7 36 59 8 66 36
visp laqy" 9 76 32 18 98 24
biaply U-II 11 124 19 12 156 18
Bis f 13 174 6 14 182 3

Quit- 15 196
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Fig.3.6 Third Data Entry Window for Simulation

Parameters
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3.3.2 Freeway Geometrics.

The freeway must be divided into segments based on the

geometrics of the freeway. The different types of segments

into which the freeway can be divided are shown in figure

3.7. The screen in this figure and all subseguent screens

assume that direction of travel is from left to right.

-Apt--'

Fig. 3.7 Available Segment Types

Referring to figure 3.7, segment type 1 is the simple

freeway proper segment with no merging and diverging. Type 2

is a segment containing an entrance ramp and its

acceleration lane. Type 3 is a segment containing an exit

ramp and its deceleration lane. Type 4 is a weaving segment

with one entrance ramp, one exit ramp and an auxiliary lane

between the two ramps. Types 5,6 and 7 correspond to types

2,3 and 4 except that the ramps lie on the left side of the

freeway. Types 8 and 10 are entrance ramps with an exclusive

lane on the right and left sides, respectively. In these

segment types, vehicles can continue in the outer lane and

are not required to merge with traffic in the inner lanes.

Types 9 and 11 are exit ramps with an exclusive lane on the

right and left sides, respectively. Types 12 and 13 are

segments in which a lane is dropped on the right and left

sides, respectively. Types 14 and 15 are segment in which a

3.12
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lane is added on the left and right sides, respectively.

Type 16 is a collector-distibutor road. Types 17, 18, 19 and

20 are right and left side two-lane freeway entrance and

exit respectively. Type 21, 22 ,23 and 24 are right and left
side two-lane entrance and exit ramps respectively.

There are two major windows for this option. The first

is for specifying general freeway characteristics. The

second is for selecting/updating segment types and freeway

geometric data for each segment selected.

3.3.2.1. General Freeway Characteristics (window 1)

The following information is entered from the first

window. (fig. 3.8)

IxmC fr lr .t" mmb a lame in tU ftfirrt frm" ,1

SDrt S D sweflm ant and U traffic compsition for t"i

De met ag"tire fsny'
bu»plica Ou it Mmo d o Lamm ................... : 3

.Lit exLo Pam,,g care (X) ................ :9B

Display- Light camrcial vehicles (U) ...
0Display U-1
Display r Heavy Cmmerical vehicles (x) .. 4
Quit

Fig. 3.8 General Freeway Characteristics

a. Number of Lanes in the First Segment:

The number of lanes should not include acceleration,

deceleration and auxiliary lanes. In fact, the first segment

type is predefined as a pipeline section and you can not

change its type. If a data set has been entered or recalled,

you can change the number of lanes for the entire freeway

simply by changing the number of lane of the first segment.

The program adjusts the number of lanes of all other

3.13
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segments automatically, depending on the type of segment

chosen.

The Minimum number of lanes in each segment of the

freeway is two and the maximum number of lanes is six. If

the number of lanes of the first segment gets changed and

any segment on the freeway violate the either restriction

for number of lanes, the program will disallow the proposed

change.

b. Traffic Composition:

Traffic composition applies to all segments, and it is

assumed to remain constant throughout the simulation period.

Percentages of passenger cars, light commercial vehicles and

heavy commercial vehicles are entered and must total 100

percent. Light commercial vehicles are primarily single-

unit, two-axle trucks which consume gasoline as fuel. Heavy

commercial vehicles are primarily diesel-powered tractor-

trailer combinations.
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3.3.2.2 Modify/Building freeway (window 2)

In this window, (figure 3.9) you can add to (press F5)

or replace (press F6) freeway segments.

ZoManewk (it): number Co new semien accptbl
Initia n flt k y(W ): 3 Co wtion ? (Y/)-

F4:deleyqte 5 c et4AeI F s t.

Acc distance:accumulate distance from freeway upstream

to the end of current segment.

Max acceptable length:Max segment length acceptable by

the program at this point.

Max new zone:Maximum number of new segments acceptable

by the program.

Function keys •

F4:delete current segment.

F5:add a new segment to the end of current segment.

F6:replace current segment with other segment type.

F7:shift to any segment on the freeway.

F8:provides help message.

Fig. 3.9 Window for accepting zone geometric details

with 24 different segment types is displayed on the screen

(figure 3.10). To select different segment types, arrow keys

are used to move to the segment type. The current selection

•is highlighted with a different color. To accept the type

selected, press the ENTER key. To view the configuration of

the entire freeway at the segment selection window, press

F2. A graphic window displays the entire freeway. At the

bottom of this window, a message indicates the total number

3.15
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of segments which have been entered for the freeway and how

many additional segments may be entered. Press the ENTER key

from this window to return to the segment selection window.

Zot m

Zacw leng

!Add A

-.. .. ! ... .-;_-:-:.13 19

2 ... -"'- - 14 - 2-

__ _3/ 9-- -- is- -21
_CD __- -"

-17

-S :::1I!::.~-~Z4
12______ _____

Fig. 3.10 Select segment type

When you have reached the end of the freeway section,

or if you want to return to the previous menu, press the ESC

key.

3.3.2.3 Geometric and Traffic Demand Data entry (window 2)

For each segment selected, segment geometric details

and initial flows are entered. Which items appear in this

window depends on the freeway segment type. Figures 3.9,

3.11, 3.13, 3.15, 3.17 and 3.19 show the windows for

different segment types-

This data entry window consists of two parts. The upp=r

part of the screen shows a portion of the freeway with the

current segment highlighted. The lower part contains data

entry boxes for your data.

Move from segment to segment to change data by pressing

F2 to move left of the current segment or F3 to move right.

Also F7 can be preesed to move to any segment on the

freeway. To quit or return to the previous menu, press ESC.
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If an incorrect segment type is selected, F4 can be

pressed to delete the segment or F6 can be pressed to

replace the segment type. To insert or add a segment to the

freeway, just move to the segment that a new segment is to

follow, then press F5 to select a segment type.

For each segment, the following details must be

entered:

a. Zone Name".:

A segment name is entered for easier4a4_ ification in

later data input and in the output. The segment name can

have up to 30 characters.

b. Zone Length :

This is the mainline segment length and for type-1

segments is self-explanatory. For merging, diverging and

weaving segme n•t e egment length is the distance between

the start and end of the acceleration, deceleration or

auxiliary lanes, respectively. (Refer to figures 3.12, 3.14,

3.16) For segments of type 8, 10, 17, 19, 21 a* 243 the

segment length is measured from the end of the on-ramp to a

point on the freeway where the geometrics change or to a

point where the user feels the effects of merging traffic

are minimal.(Refer to figure 3.12) For segments of type 9,

11, 18, 20, 22 and 24 the length of the segment is from the

end of the previous segment to the start of the off-

ramp. (Refer to figure 3.14) For segments of type 12,13,14,15

the length of segment should include the length of the

section before, within and after the lane drop/addition.

(Figure 3.18) For segments of type 16, refer to figure 3.20

for more information.
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c. Capacity

The capacity of the freeway proper is the maximum flow

rate (vehicles per hour) which can be accomodated by the

through lanes. The capacity entered should have been

adjusted for all the geometric and traffic factors (lane

widths, etc.). For adjustments to capacity, the methodology

suggested in the Highway Capacity Manual can -be fIe-owe- or

actual field data may be utilized.

d. Initial Flow Rate :

This is the flow rate on the freeway proper- at-the

beginning of the simulation. This value provides the program

with a set of initial flow conditions. The program assumes

that the freeway is uncongested at the start of the

simulation, unless specified otherwise by the user.

e. Congestion ? :

This is to indicate if the initial flow rate entered is

under congestion or not.

For segments other than type 1, additional information

must be entered.
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3.3.2.4 Segment Types 2,5,8,10,17,19,21,23. Segments with an

Entrance Ramp

Shown in figure 3.11 are the additional questions

dealing these segment types.

Fig. 3.11 Window for accepting Geometric for

Segment with entrance ramp
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e.Meter location :

The distance from the upstream end of the ramp proper

to the meter. (figure 3.12)

3.3.2.5 Segment Types 3,6,9,11,17,19,22,24. Segments with an

Exit Ramp

Shown in figure 3.13 are the additional data items

associated with these segment types.

Fig. 3.13 Window for accepting geometric

Details for segment with exit ramp
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a.Ramp length :

The length of the exit ramp proper, excluding the

deceleration lane, if present. (figure 3.14)

Lnth ef d 1 tion le

h aitth offfIran ?e? n t

Fig. 3.14 Segment types with exit ramp

b. Capacity ) IM-rci

The capacity of the ramp proper as determined by the

Highway Capacity Manual or other techniques or by field

observation.

c.Initial flow :

The flow rate on the ramp at the beginning of the

simulation.

d.Capacity restriction ? :

Specification of a capacity restriction at the

downstream end of an exit ramp. A capacity restriction is

any factor (e.g. a traffic signal) which reduces the ramp

capacity below free-flow conditions.
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3.3.2.6 Segment Types 4,7. Weaving Segments

Shown in figure 3.15 are the additional questions

dealing with these segment types. Essentially, the data

required for a- segmen ta ing an entrance ramp and for a

segment containing are necessary for a weaving

segment, which contains both types of ramps. (figure 3.16)

XT 1e«tb (ft): a hap lqth (ft)

Capeit,~(wp) :[^iJ* -- Capeit^ (p) ^ Q

r Capacity (vyh):f~

Fig. 3.15 Window for accepting Geometric details for

Weaving segment

....................... ...... ... ...................

)Cp~^twrictionj

Fig. 3.16 Weaving segment
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3.3.2.7 Segment Types 12,13,14,15. Segments with a Lane
Addition or Drop

Shown in figure 3.17 are the additional questions
dealing with these segment types. See figure 3.18 to
determine how such segments are subdivided.

Fig. 3.17 Window for accepting geometric details

for Segments with a Lane Drop or Lane Add.

a. Distance To Transition

The distance from the upstream end of the segment to

the start of the transition.

b. Transition Sectionr Length :

The length of the transition section, i.e. the distance

over which widening or narrowing of the roadway occurs.

Fig. 3.18 Segment with Lane Changes
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c. Capacity After Transition :

Capacity of the freeway mainline after the lane

addition or drop. The capacity entered earlier on the same

screen is the capacity of the freeway mainline just upstream

,of the lane addition or drop.

3.3.28 Segment type 16. C-D ROAD.

A C-D road is divided into nine sections labeled as A

to I. For getting details to simulate a C-D road, there are

three screens associated with the segment type. (Figure

3.19a,- r 3.19b, 3.19c) The first screen asked details about

section length for each section, the second screen about

section C and section G, and the last screen about section

E. (For definition of each section, refer to figure 3.20)
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Fig. 3.19A First screen for accepting Geometric details

for C-D Road

Fig. 3.19B Second window for accepting geometric

details for C-D road

Fig. 3.19C Third window for

for C-D road

accepting geometric details
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, C . D . G . . ,

Fig. 3.20 C-D Road

3.3.3 Incident Simulation

To simulate incidents (short-term maintenance,

accidents, etc.) during the simulation, choose the Incident

Simulation option from the <Freeway data set> menu. The
program will then ask if you want to simulate an incident.

(Figure 3.21) Enter a 'Y' (ENTER) and press Fl to continue.

If you decide not to simulate an incident at this time,

entering an 'N' (ENTER) and pressing Fl returns you to the

previous menu. This procedure would also delete any incident

data you may have entered previously.

Fig. 3.21 Incident Simulation Window
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The maximum number of incident cases is 5 in one

simulation. If you do plan to simulate an incident, the
program displays a graphic window asking for details of the
incident. (Figure 3.22) In this window, press F2 or F3 to
move to the segment which will be affected by the incident.
You can also press F7, in which case a small window is
displayed which asks for the index of the segment for which
you want to enter data. After choosing the segment, enter a
'Y' for the first question appearing on the -screen --
"Incident ? (y/n)". The program then asks additional
questions.

Fig. 3.22 Window for accepting Incident Details

The details that you have to enter for incident

simulation are shown in figure 3.23.

a. Lanes Blocked :

The number of lanes blocked because of the incident.
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b. Length Affected :
The distance from the upstream end of the incident to

the downstream end.

__ , Length of segment-

Lan ocked Leth affected

SIDistance to

-Amain ing capacitY1l
Fig. 3.23 Details for Segment with Incident

c. Distance To :

The distance from the~upstream end of the segment to

the point at which the incident occurs.

d. Remaining Capacity :

The capacity of the freeway within the incident zone.

In other words, the capacity of the unblocked lanes.

e. Starting/Ending Time :

The start and end times of the incident during the

simulation period. The entire incident should fall within

the simulation time period.
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3.3.4 Demand Patterns

Following data entry of the geometrics for all segments
and the initial conditions on the freeway and all ramps, you
must enter vehicle demand data for each of the entrance and
exit ramps and for the upstream end of the freeway. These
data are entered for each time slice.

There are three options for entering demand patterns:

1) Load Demand data from ADT ratio files: In this case,
each ramp/upstream should have an ADT ratio file with the
format as in figure 3.24.

Time interval can be any range from 5, 10,

15, 20 ... 60 minutes

Fig. 3.24 Format of ADT files

A driver file with the format as in figure 3.25 should

also be created for the entire freeway. In this file,

include ony ýthe and of ramps that you want to be

updated. (It is unnto include every ramp.) The

program scans the driver file to search for the ADT files

indicated and convert them to hourly rate for the ramps

specified in the file.

3.30

Time Frect.

1 5 0.00208
30 0.00171
45 0.00169
1 00 0.001 41
115 0.0011 2
130 0.001 51
146 0.00117
200 0.00094
215 0.00078
230 0.00064

2300 0.0081 2
2316 0.00642
2330 0.00265
2345 0.00261
2400 0.00225
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-D TITLE: FORMAT of driver file for loading Demand from
-D ADT ratio files.
-D Created by: LEE, CHI FUNG (7-8-91)
-D The freeway geometric file : 494sbebl.kr6
-D
-D FORMAT of this file :
-D---------------------
-D -D: description line
-D -S: starting time (15 34• etc) of simulation
-D -E: ending time (> starting time and <= 2400)
-D -T: Time period in minutes between each data in ADT
-D ratio file
-D -U: upstream demand line
-D -0: on ramp demand line
-D -F: off ramp demand line
-D -W: weaving demand line
-D (-U,-0O,-F,-W can be any order. You don't have to
-D follow the sequence of segment id in the data file.
-D Also, you can provide in this list only the rasp
-D that you want the demand to be loaded from ADT ratio
-D file. The program only reads and loads demands for
-D segments that included in this list and demands for
-D other ramps will remain unchanged
-D <starting time for simulation>
-S 300
-D <ending time for simulation>
-E 600
-D <15 min time period>
-T 15
-D <upstream demand: segment id(seg. # in the .kr6
-D file), ADT value, ADT ratio file.>
-U 1 52340.5 \adt\494e.out
-D <on ramp demand: segment id(seg. # in the .kr6
-D file), ADT value, ADT ratio file.>
-0 4 32330.5 \adt\e02.out
-D <weaving demand: seg id, ADT values for on/off ramp
-D of weaving, ADT ratio files for ramps of weaving.>
-W 7 23440 23340.adtýe0A. out \adt\e05.out
-0 9 12330.5 \adt'\eiS
-D <off ramp demand:seg. id, ADT value and ratio file.>
-F 2 12330.4 \adt\e01.out
-F 5 32430.4 \adt\e03.out

Fig. 3.25 Format of ADT Driver File

2) Manually enter demand pattern for each ramp and the

upstream end of the freeway : The procedures for this method

are described in the following section.
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3) Combination of (1) and (2): It is possible to load
the demand patterns for some ramps and manually enter demand
patterns for others.

Fig. 3.26 Window to load demand patterns from ADT

ratio files

The first screen for Demand patterns (figure 3.26) asks

if loading from ADT ratio files is desired. If new demand

patterns are to be loaded from ADT ratio files, enter 'Y'.

Otherwise, enter 'N'. In either case, a data entry screen

for entering or modifing arrival flow rates for the upstream

end of the freeway is then displayed. (figure 3.27) For

upstream demand, there are two screens. The first (figure

3.27a) asks for demand, and the second (figure 3.27b) asks

if the demand entered are under congested conditions or not.

The F2, F3 or F7 keys are used in the same manner as in the

freeway geometric data entry windows - to move to other

segments in this window. Also, F4 can be pressed at any time

to show the curves for the demand pattern that you

entered.(figure 3.28) To return to the previous menu, press

ESC. The F1 key in this window advances you to the next data

entry page; and if you are at the last data entry page, it

will return you to the previous menu.
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F4:plot curve for demand pattern.

F5:uniformly increase or decrease demand pattern by

F6:convert current demand patterns to any rate or

select any rate to enter demand patterns.

Fig. 3.27a Arrival Flow rates at the Upstream
end of Freeway

i • .i_•.;- :a .j -4 - IA -. *f• L. |

An petre a i~vl f l o ntM d andur co esMtioP ?
for ach time slice iter ? / N

': [ 1: w n:T 4: w
1 ^3 Is:@ 0 18 2:D

Fig. 3.27b Upstream congestion.

The rate of demand can be changed by pressing F6. You

can convert or enter flow rates from veh/1 minute to veh/60

minutes. Also, you can uniformly increase or decrease the

demand patterns by a facter for any ramp or for the entire

freeway by pressing F5 and entering the appropriate factor.

For any segment that has an entrance ramp and/or an

exit ramp, there is at least one demand data entry page.

Therefore, for the initial data entry, it is recommended
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that Fl be used to page through all segments. Using Fl
guarantees that no entrance or exit is missed.

Fig. 3.28 Plotting of demand pattern

For a segment with one ramp which has either metering
(entrance ramp only) or a capacity restriction,(exit ramp
only) there will be two data entry pages.(figures 3.29 and
3.30) For weaving segments which do not have metering or a

capacity restriction, there are three pages. With metering

and a capacity restriction, a weaving segment requires five
data entry pages.

For entrance ramps, demand data must be entered for
each time slice.(figure 3.29a, 3.29b) If the ramp is

metered, then a metering rate for each time slice must also

be entered. If a simulation includes both time slices in
which metering is employed at an entrance ramp and time

slices in which metering is not employed, it is recommended

that the metering rate entered equal the ramp capacity for

those time slices in which metering is inactive.
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S nt'ma NI O DENW ( O from CrlIso Pna )
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Fig. 3.29a Entrance ramp demand Data Entry
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Fig. 3.29b Second window for Entrance ramp demand

Data entry

For exit ramps, enter demand data for each time slice.

(figures 3.30a and 3.30b) If there is a capacity restriction

at the end of the exit ramp, you must enter the capacity at

the downstream end of the ramp for each time slice.

Fig. 3.30a Exit Ramp Demand Data Entry
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Fig. 3.30b Second window for Exit Ramp Demand

Data Entry .

For weaving segments, in addition to the data required

by entrance and exit ramps, you must enter the percentages

of the entrance ramp traffic which merges onto the freeway.

(figures 3.31a, 3.31b and 3.31c) It is assumed that the

remaining percentage never leaves the auxiliary lane,

exiting at the adjacent exit ramp.

ENTLRAC MR D•BW (Ai IP 8 1 oa sos:l 394 INT1ICHMS )
for each time slice •enter FLtiW tS (vph)
1:T - 2: -- 3:"'5 41 i--715: : m7.-7W
9: 18: 11:12:

Fig. 3.31a Entrance Ramp demand for weaving segment

Fig. 3.31b Percentage of entrance ramp traffic entering

Freeway
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Fig. 3.31c Exit Ramp Demand of Weaving Segment

For C-D road segments, you must enter exiting demands
from the freeway to the C-D road, exiting ramp demand from
the C-D road, weaving on the C-D road and the entrance ramp
demand on the C-D r agd ocedures for entering these

demand patterns are the same as for exit ramps, weaving

sections and entrance ramps.

After entering all the required demand patterns, press

ESC to return to the previous menu.

3. 3.5 Fuel-Consumption and MOE' s Option

In order to significantly reduce the computer execution

time, calculation of fuel consumption anrid pollutant emission

levels is optional.
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Fig. 3.32 Fuel-Consumption and MOE's Options.

Elimination of these calculations reduces execution
time by a factor of 3 to 5, depending on other factors. The
calculation of the measures of effectiveness (e.g. Total
travel, travel time, etc.) can also be eliminated so that
the program calculates only density, speed and flow.

Elimination of these calculations is recommended for the
initial simulation runs of a freeway data set, until the
desired geometric, simulation and other parameters have been
determined.

The data entry window corresponding to these options is

shown in figure 3.32. Press F1 to return to the previous
menu.

3.3.6 Output Options

The final portion of the input deals with the type of

output that you wish to see as a result of the simulation.

Figure 3.33 shows the output options windows. There are two

data entry pages in this window. Pressing Fl from the first

page advances you to the second page. Pressing Fl again

returns you to the previous menu.

Fig. 3.33a : first page for output options
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a. First Page:

In this page,(figure 3.33a) you are asked to enter The

flow variables you wish to examine after the simulation. To

mimimize disk storage requirements, the program sto-mes only

the flow variables selected.

b. Second Page:

The following data is entered in this page: (figure

3.33b)

Enter outwt F ilMs: Dm
31- l " "..
Frogt& tte follow Astai Is.

it n D lcriptiaoa of t: ata o on prog 97
sav7ie 

u
p 

to 38 charo
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Lit t I (uap to 38 chractru) 3
Di play Tiimuincr t for. platting reultat(in): IS•

Oilspl f *-It
V. Qit--- 9 ' ov

Fig. 3.33b Second page for output options

1. The time increment for plotting these results . The

value entered here determines how frequently output are

generated. The time between successive output must be an

integral number of minutes.

2. The name of the file where the simulation results

will be saved.

3. A description of the data and the simulation date.

These items are optional and can be bypassed by pressing the

F1 key.
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3.4 Recall Existing Freeway Data Set

Using this main menu option, you can retrieve data
which was saved previously. You may wish to recall a data

set to run a simulation or to change some of the data(option
4), creating a new data set from existing data.

Fig. 3.34 Recall data set

A data entry window is displayed which asks for the

-nak f file to be recalled.(figure 3.34) You should

enter a name with eight characters or less. The program

automatically attaches a '.kr6' extent to it and attempts to

load it into memory. If the file is found, press F1 to

return to the main menu. If the program cannot find the

file, it displays an error message. At this point either

enter another file name or press F1 to return to the main

menu, at which point you may <List existing data files> to

determine a correct file name.
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3.5 Examine/Change Freeway Data Set

To examine or change data in memory, you must first

place data in memory either by entering a new data set using

main menu option 2 or by recalling data from disk using

option 3. If no data is present in memory, this option is

unavailable. When data has been loaded into memory, you may

select this option, after which the <Freeway data set> menu

shown in figure 3.3 is displayed on the screen. Choose any

option in this menu to either modify or review the data

loaded.

The operation for changing data is the same as when you

choose option <Enter new data> from the main menu,

The following options are available:

a. Change Freeway Lanes :

The number of lanes for the entire .. eeway can be

modified from the <General freeway characteristicis> (figure

3.8) window by selecting the <Freeway geometrics> option.

The .program will check for any segment in the freeway which

would have more than 6 lanes or less than 2 lanes. If such a

case is found, you are not permitted to change the number of

lanes to the number you specified. Otherwise, the number of

mainline lanes is changed, and you should verify that the

freeway geometric detail and demand patterns are correct.

b. Add a Segment :

You may add a new segment type to the end of any

freeway segment by first going to the window for acceping

freeway geometrics details.(figure 3.9) Then advance the

window to that segment of the freeway and press F5. The

segment selection window (figure 3.10) will then be

displayed for you to select a new segment type.
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c. Delete a Segment :

You may also delete a segment from the existing data
file by pressing F4 in the window for accepting freeway
geometrics details.

d. Replace a segment:

Replace any segment with a different segment type by
moving to the segment, then press F6 to select another
segment type.

e. Different demand data :

To simulate the same freeway but using different demand
patterns, you may chaage only that portion of data.

3.6 Start Simulation

When you choose this option, the program will first ask
if you wish to save the current data to disk. If you do, the
program asks for the file name under which you want your

data. Enter a file name (without extension). The program

will attach a 'kr6' extension and save your data in the
\KRONOS\IN_DATA subdirectory.

If You choose to allow Kronos to set initial conditions

or enter initial conditions yourself, you are then asked for

the name of the data file to be simulated. Enter a file name

and press Fl. The program attempts to find the file name

that you entered. If it finds the file, it copies it into

the file KRONOS6.INP, the file name required by the

simulation program. Note that the original file and file

name remain intact. If the program cannot find the file that

you specified, it displays an error message, and you can

either return to the main menu by pressing Fl or enter

another file name. When a valid file is found, the program

begins the simulation.
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If you choose to use the final conditions of a prior

simulation as the initial conditions of this run, the

program asks you to enter two file names, first is the name

of data set to be simulated this run and the second is the

name J  data set to be used as the initial conditions of

this .tun. It is important to know that the two files share

-geometrics. The program will not allow you to run if it

determines the geometrics in two files are not identical.

3.7 Display/Print Results

When you choose this option, the program will first ask

if you wish to save the current data in memory to disk. If

you do, the program asks you for the file name under which

to save your data just as in the last option.

Pressing Fl from here will cause the program to start

the output module. (Refer to Chapter 5)

3.8 Save Freeway Data Set

If you have created a new data set or changed existing

data, you may wish to save the resulting input data set to a

disk file. Saving the data allows you to recall it later

either for review or for changing it to create a new input

data set. To save a data set, you simply select this option

from the main menu. A data entry window is displayed in

which you enter the name of the file under which to save the

data. Press Fl to return to the main menu.
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3.9 Duplicate a Freeway Data Set

This option is used to create an exact duplicate of a
data file which already exists. The data entry window
requires you to enter two file names - the existing file
name and the name of the file to create and fill wit-fte-

existing file's data.

3.10 Delete a Freeway Data File

This option is used to delete from disk a data set

which is no longer of any use. Enter the file name as

indicated earlir and press Fl.

3.11 List existing Data Files

This option is used to list all the files currently

saved in directory \KRONOS\IN_DATA. The window for showing

file names is shown in figure 3.35. If the window is full of

file names, press the up/down arrow keys or page down/up

keys to search for additional files.

SetI :le Litip: / : t

Fig. 335 List Existi Data Files

L l lcr Total nUPAI <at film_ : t . .S lapl

Fig. 3.35 List Existing Data Files
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3.12 Display the Freeway

This option simply depicts the geometrics of the

freeway on the screen as shown in figure 3.36.

Fig. 3.36 Freeway Geometrics

3.13 Display the User Specified U-K Curve

This option shows you graphically the curve of the U-K

-iodel that is going to be used for simulating the current

data set loaded in memory.(figure 3.6)

3.14 Display Freeway Components

This option displays the segment table which contains

the available segment types that you can choose.(figure 3.7)

3.15 Return to System

This option is used to exit from the data entry program

without performing a simulation. This option is typically

used when you are entering data for one or more simulations

3.45
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3 - INPUT MODULE

to be performed at a later time. Before exiting, the program

asks if you wish to save your data. If so, you then enter a

file name for your data.

Press F1 to exit if you don't want to save the -data or

the data has already been saved.
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CHAPTER 4 - SIMULATION MODULE

4.1 Starting Simulation Module

The simulation program can be started from the main

menu of the input program. The 'Tinput program copies your

data file to KRONOS6.INP, then checks if your disk has

enough space available to store the simulation results. If

the disk has enough space available, the input program

activates the simulati- or you.

4.2 Screen Explanation

The screen displayed during the simulation is shown in

figure 4.1. There are three small windows shown on e the

screen simultaneously.

Fig. 4.1 Simulation Window

The window located at the top of

title block.

the screen is simply a

The window located in the middle of the screen displays

information about the data being simulated. It contains the

file name, the total number of segments on the freeway, the

4.1

Xronww 6.5- frwma siilatiou prorea
Deelopd b : i vemity of ll insota

Data Tile : testl
ToWal ais nt : 5
Total leirth (ft) : 5 |
Total aimlatin tim( in): 38
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total length of the freeway, the total simulation time you

requested and a description of the data set.

The last window displays the simulation time that the

program currently has processed. The time shown on screen is

updated every 30 seconds of simulation time. The progress of

the program is also shown graphically.

4.3 Return to System

During simulation, you can stop the program by pressing

Q. The program then asks you to verify that you do indeed

want to quit. If so, the program stops and there will be NO

simulation results available from this run.

When the program finishes simulation, a small window is

displayed with the ies 4fge 'Simulation Completed - Press any

key to continue'. Simply press any key, and you will return

-to the first menu of KRONOS program. You can return to the

DOS operating system by choosing the QUIT option or choosing

the DISPLAY OUTPUT opti o the simulation

results.(refer to the next chapter for further details).
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CHAPTER 5 - OUTPUT MODULE

5.1 Starting Output Module

The output module is a program which reads the
simulation results stored on disk by the simulation program

and presents these results in the form of graphics or

tables. This program supports Espon LX, FX, LQ, HP laser jet

and HP desk jet printers. However, must choose the proper

printer first. To select a printer, use the select printer

option in the first menu and select a printer option- by

entering a number from 1 to 3. (figure 5.1)

KRONO8.5 - FREEWAY SIMULATION PROGRAM "

SELECT AN OPT1ON Hordwtor Conirgumren:

1. INPUT mat e-pe a t Avallable
2. DISPLAY OUTPUT Total t Disk Sa O6eee******1 autoes

f- lm ji Total rrw 4eiskl skeSF0i0 - fttcsPitie Seaatatua at *mailo
4. QUrT Printep soloete4: Epson LX. L4

Mamning: To ebatin p~opoe point out
Sou have to Seteot a ight printer.
Proqgram LmUrtons:

Selet a printer: l ,x Lanesi 6
(Default=EpusonLx, Lq)| a 5.Onl fee ..
1: Zpaon LX, LQ n ax ntmnutt*lo ti. in tain
2:MP L.er Jet Max number 4 t tn silse s 28

3:HP Desk Jet

^ ^ * ^ * *: * - .^ _____ .. __ ^ ^ ^ ' .''

Fig. 5.1 Select a printer

The output program can be started either by choosing

the option of <Display/~rint results> from the main menu of

data entry program choosing <Display Output>

option from the first menu. (figure 5.1) By pressing the

ENTER key, the program advances to the <KRONOS OUTPUT

OPTIONS> menu(figure 5.2), the main menu for the output

module. For details about each of the options in this menu,

refer to the next section in this chapter.
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5.2 Menu Options

There are a total of 16 options in this menu.(fig 5.2)
A brief description of each option is presented in this
section. For further information and details about each
option, refer to the appropriate section in this chapter.

Fig. 5.2 Kronos output options menu

Option 1. Help :

Provides information on how to use the menu and a brief

description of each menu option.(figure 5.3)

Option 2. Enter Data File Name :

Enter a file name for which simulation results are

stored. (figure 5.4) Until you specify a file name, other

options are inaccessible from the output options menu(

except HELP and QUIT), unless you have just finished a

simulation or you have already loaded a data set in the data

entry program.

Option 3. List Files :

Lists input data files in the directory

\KRONOS6.5\IN_DATA or simulation results (output data) in

the directory \KRONOS6.5\OUT_DATA. (figure 5 5)

5.2

n data file dtr ta file : eo
.Liit f tlI Outpt Files: e mo
0Olyl7 tremD 'ata. 7-19-91Print aremy eotrica 1 hacmitlo; Fremd Siall.
T"T int input sumaRi
PriK Utae otf smr Toutal Se"Mt: 9
PiMn flot wriahble ovr ditance Total LeWth (ft)U 19'97
i splas tflom riailes ver . dist A SImiation Tl(n(inj): A:

Oisplayjflow triablesoverdiatance8tim time slicm : 28
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aile of ll's Ploting pwiod(sim): 3
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Option 4. Display Freeway :

Display a depiction of the freeway geometrics on the

screen.(figure 3.36)

Option 5. Print Freeway Geometrics :

Prints the freeway configuration and geometric details

on paper using a dot matrix printer.(figure 5.6)

Option 6. Print Input Summary "

Prints the simulation parameters, the freeway

geometzics and the demand patterns data that you

specified.(figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10)

Option 7. Print Table of MOE's :

Prints a table of the measures of

effectiveness.(figures 5.11, 5.12)

Option 8. Print Flow Variables over Distance :

Prints curves of flow, speed, and/or density as a

function of distance.(figures 5.13, 5.14)

Option 9. Diaiables over Distance :

Displays curves of flow, speed and/or density as a

function of distance on the

screen.(figures 5.15, 5.16)

Option 10. Dis i y •les over Distance and Time:

Displays three-dimensional curves of flow, speed and/or

density as a function of distance and time on the

screen.(figures 5.17, 5.18)

Option 11. Display table of MOE's :

Displays a table of the measures of effectiveness.

(figure 5.19)
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Option 12. Eaulate Flow Conditions :

Emulates the change in density along the freeway during
the simulation.(figures 5.20, 5.21)

Option 13. Create output file for LOTUS :

Create a driver file for the LOTUS macro provided to

translate KRONOS simulation results into spreadsheet files.

(figures 5.22, 5.23)

Option 14. Create X,Y,Z ASCII file for output:

Create an ASCII file which contains time, distance and

flow variables. (figures 5.24, 5.25)

Option 15. Return to input model :

return back to the data entry program. (Kronos main

menu)

Option 16. Quit :

Returns to the DOS operating system.

5.3 Help

The first option in every menu in the output module is

a help option. The help option in the output options menu

leads to another small help menu giving you the choice of

help information about either the use of this menu or the

menu options themselves.(fig. 5.3) When your selection is

made, a help window is displayed containing the information

you requested. Press the up/down arrow keys or page up/down

keys for more information or the ESC key to exit this

window.
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Lt to

bit

bialsi•Flow

0Ita xtZ

itt _

- p lp I.h Pr4a =t to Am uviw or f1 to IorF

kem Ortto= :
1.Help : proide thlis help scree
2.UAWr Ueta file H . wfr t t file Wm at

31MlItiom revolts.
3.Llt fila : list liit data file eme and

stfut file ame.
4 itepIlaq ej : ispla a adefiction of tUe

ftesj geotric as o lthe . |.

-taKnetto lad.3otta Page/ domiellit/Text pa- 1

Fig. 5.3 Help menu and window

5.4 Enter Data File Name

The program loads the data file that you last loaded

automatically. If this file is not the one you want, you can

use this option to load any other file and access the
simulation results generated by the simulation model.

btrit t ile 9
Phit flow It): 1997n
Dpy fla : 28
Display ta
& t 1 X,•' -. -i:: "

&urm toL~fi -isIi maaiit ^^-..i-^B- pfMBBMBMM-

Fig. 5.4 Window for entering data file name

When you choose this option, a window is displayed in

which the name of the file is entered.(figure 5.4) As

discussed previously, it is not necessary to enter the file

extension. After entering the file name, press F1 to

continue.

5.5
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5.5 List Files

This option generates a list of thee input data files or
the output files where simulation results are stored. For

this option, a <List file> menu with five options is

displayed. (figure 5.5) These include:

a

ITo tttt] %ZhaZu»..p I WC .^ GMhp tairt iW4

Fig. 5.5 File listing menu and window

Option 1, Help :

<Pist f ilt £menu.: 494b. *:5 .kh. 35w k -

Option 2. Input Data Files Only

crate ,'s I

FigLists only input data55 File listing enu and ored in direcwindow

Option S. 5\IHelp :A
Provides a brief description about each option in the

<List file> menu.

option 2-. Input Data Files Only :
Lists only input data files stored in directory

option 3. output Files only :

Lists only simulation results stored in directory

\KRONOS6 .5\OUTDATA.

Option 4. Both :

Lists both input data files first) and output files

(last) .
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Option 5. Quit :

Returns to the main menu of the output module.

For options 2 through 4 above, file names are displayed

in a window(figure 5.5). If the window is full, press the

down arrow key for additional files. Press the ESC key to

return to the <List File> menu.

5.6 Display Freeway

Selecting this option results in a graphical depiction

of the geometrics of the entire freeway. (figure 3.36)

5.7 Print Freeway Geometrics

This option prints the graphical depiction of the

freeway, with geometric details for each segment. An example

of the print out is shown in figure 5.6.

* file rme• ?tle a : l-enao O|

Simulation of :de ronoX output optiim
SDate of run : July19, 1991 .

.- FRIEWW GZOIgRhICS
*flow dirmetion

* . Se M t ISeqgent A : main
S Length : 26B ft capacity 68, vph

Segment, : 2nd st
* " Legth-: 688 ft capacity ,vph -

SSe ient
SSeent d14 -: 3 at

S Le1ith : 268 ft capacity 68Bvph

Fig. 5.6 Print freeway geometrics

While the freeway is being printed, a small window is

displayed on the screen requesting that you wait for the
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printout to be completed. Pressing 'C' will cancel the
printing.

5.8 Print Input Summary

This option prints a summary of the input as shown in

figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. When you choose this option, a

<Print input summary> menu(figure 5.7) is shown asking if

you want to print simulation parameters only,(figure 5.8)

freeway geometrics, (figure 5.9) demand patterns, (figure

5.10) or all of these items. HELP and QUIT options are also

provided in this menu, the uses of which have been discussed

earlier.

It

List .o •tput iles: emoDid1y eDate:7-t-1
Print D~ea patutmn only Total SO.pwt: 9
Print AlItrlee TotatUl gth (It): 199 !8lot l Qtit 3s lation Tl(mail) 68|
Divisphl M aloti»s psiod(in): 3
Cit lut f ilefo- Wflow--- - Simlatio optio :
CeatR X.L2 Z CA I ril tow otlat *I .SPi .WUit I
-a to htmtoel

Fig. 5.7 Print input summary menu

S File namm : o e
Siinlation of : dm rons output options

S Date of run : July 18, 1991 _ _
------ ------------- --------------

* Sipuilation Paranietrs t

Simulation time : 36 inuitas
* Time Slice Duration : I. sinutes

Delay- ThresiaMd Spee: 48 PPH

S Speed/Density curve :

Point I: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Speed : 8 18 38 66 98 124 174 186
Denity: 67 65 62 36 24 19 6 8

Fig. 5.8 Print out of simulation parameters
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0

*
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lmulatt on of • d.eo Xrzow oua tput o.rt tioi
a to of run. 

1
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* iO

* OF

* 1
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4 x h)esaq com ica I weh

Le•gth I of Se . Capacity Init.
L Sag. IVP. (ft) Law T-a <•-- ) r low
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Zd at 64M 3 Z3rA.at 264 3 114 th a• 2 1 Z

On raMp LengU Carpacit Init. t etotr Meto *

r o rep Lfn +th Capacit. I nit. Capaci t *
P ID1 (k5 r j  

tr M et L n
3 rd at 366 Ze8 1 PM 2

Fig. 5.9 Print out of freeway geometrics

and initial condition

File nam "- : Dmo
Simulation of : demo Xron output options

* Date of run : Jul. 18 1991

ARIUAL AM I D DEP RTUM A TER

Tim slice: 1 2 3
ma in entranc

SARR TUAL (uph) 38 88 46M 58
On ranI 1
A URIVUL(uph) 3ee ee see

DEPARTURE(vnh) 298 588 460
Tine sice: 1 2 3

Fig. 5.10 Print out of Arrival and Departure Patterns

5.9 Print Table of MOE's

When you choose this option, a <Print table of MOE's>
menu is displayed. (figure 5.11) This menu has only three
options:

Option 1. Help :

Provides informations about the table of measures of
effectiveness(MOE's).

5.3
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5 - OUTPUT MODULE
Option 2. Intermediate & Cumulative Output :

Prints tables of t"A values of the intermediate and
cumulative measures of effectiveness. Intermediate output
contains the MOE's for the time since the previous MOE's
report, and the cumulative output contains the MOE's for the
time since the start of the simulation. Measures of
effectiveness 7Ichclde total travel, total travel time,
delay, total arrivals and departures, fuel consumption and
pollutant emissions. In addition, ramp queueing statistics
are printed for each. time slice. (fig. 5.12)

Daarile: _Dý
Lirt o~utput Film: Som

listpb tDs te; 1 7 8 M1

Fr 0 it itotl S 199Mlrt.; !taulLaCI(ft): t9Ct
Sl XSi14latiewTime(in): 681

a at t I oi -ti to =ll s
U Pl-t in parled(si): 3

I s auts ttut tile ftar LOW Siulatlo otinsm:
CrA Xta, i (fle lfor o, .flow .sdl .-demsity
Rwta-to im"at =2el I
Quit

Fig. 5.11 Menu for printing MOE's Table

* 9 1In...,29" ""*.4

u>  9BB on 8. 88 a.s 21.1 19.68
0 I oft 65.47 1.17 55.9 8e.6

STal 2,.. S 7.4.9 4..2 l8... *,
* m M.lN (,11 *i .1

JII ,.LIM (M ) -1
K - 1(WI ) 38. 8 6..8 .1 .8 6 .1
OF 7wrI1(tX) 18.8 8.5 8.2 8.8 8.8 8.1

oM f cf -cars p e (at tih aSrd oaf •sm •int) duin
p i etim time slic:
SZG 1 2 3
I s: 5236 28

Fig. 5.12 MOE' s table

Option 3. Quit :

Returns to the main menu of the output module.
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5.10 Print Flow Variables over Distance

When you choose this option, a <Print Flow Variables>

menu(figure 5.13) is displayed on the screen. From this

menu, you can print Flow vs. Distance only, Speed vs.

Distance only, Density vs. Distance only or all of

them.(Instantaneous or average values)

Hel t.Dat a file" •m.

isp fl vlM s. dirtawnca aly at: 7-19-91
Prit: Spe w-. listasnc osly SDecriptioa: r SIeS=1Si l'Pitwo wteitygw. Al.iNUce only
Pi rt All .r o"f AIow ToaiSemrt" 9
Print A9. Plow . distance only Total legth (ft): 19978!

ispl Av-. kDe ity a. ditaice bly •t time slics : 28
Dispil All of abow Plativ pI riod(mia): 3 1

u1 quiit Simulation optiols:

'Crest _ ' . l .sp.. .d
to itw l

Fig. 5.13 Menu of print flow variables

After selecting one of the printing options, a window

is displayed asking you whether you want to print curves for

the freeway mainline or for any of the ramps. Enter a number

in this window according to the instructions shown.

These print plots show density, speed and flow as a

function of distance along the freeway.(fig. 5.14) The time

for which the plot is generated is printed at the top of

each plot. The vertical axis of each plot represents the

flow variable. The horizontal axis, representing distance,

is automatically re-scaled based on the total length of the

freeway, and the scale is printed at the top of each page.
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* Tile ,.. o *
SSimlitlat of : dsa Krono outtput optito-
S"to of ru. : July I. 1991•t

'ASlmulation Time Jq 8N PlOMal vi unit)tv. Dtst.nce6 ( ~t/Unit) o'
SLA I I of" inline frefm v
2Sa 1 (weh/hr) FLOW

zM1ism
SLAW 2 fat manliw Ir reu &0

* z 5 e 4 .

Fig. 5.14 Print out of flow variables

5.11 Display Flow Variables over Distance

This option is similar to the previous option except

that curves are displayed on the screen rather than printed.

After selecting the flow variable tos b4i yed and the

portion of the freeway,(figure 5.15) a graphics window with

two-dimensional plots and three-dimensional plots is

displayed.(fig. 5.16)

EUrU

Fig. 5.15 Display flow variables two-dimensionally
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The two-dimensional plots are nearly identical to the

printed plots. Under the horizonal axis of the plots, there

is a white box which is divided into several small boxes.

Each of these smaller boxes represents one segment along the

freeway. All entrance ramps and exit ramps along the freeway

are in-dicated by arrows-. irhting toward or away from the

boxes. The segment corresponding to the box drawn in yellow

is displayed in a small window at the upper left hand side

of the graphics window. You can use the 'L' or 'R' keys to

move the yellow box along thea freeway tQ.. isplay th-e

different segments.

Each Box here represents one segment. The high lighted

box is the segment shown in the small box at the upper

right corner of this window. You can press 'L' or 'R'

to move left or right.

Fig. 5.16 Window for d variables

vs Distance
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Within the segment shown in the small window, there are

at most three color bars in the lanes (right most lane,

middle lane, left most lane) of that segment. Match the
colors of these bars to the colors of the curves to

determine which curves represent which lanes in that

segment.

Each window in the display represented only one time

slice of simulation results. Press the ENTER key to advance

to curves for additional time slices. To return to the menu,

press ESC.
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5.12 Display Flow Variables over Distance and Time

You can select a flow variable on the freeway mainline
or any of the ramps to be displayed(Fig. 5.17). A plot of
that flow variable is then displayed as a function of time
and space (fig. 5.18) using a three-dimensional graphical
representation.

tist :: • put Film : D-b
Dtsp1- F1low . dista and tim Data: 7-1" l '

inti Sped m. distrance and tim Descr•lption; Freei3Sm T

57i1 1Ae. m s. d istam and m time Simolatiou Ti-(..*): 61
DiApit . D ity . distae and tim o t im a ,i

Plating period(aia)" 3
.Qi I Simlation atiom "

QitB ,"3,

Fig. 5.17 Menu for showing flow variables

three-Dimensionally

If you choose to display the flow variable on the

freeway mainline, Press the 'L' or 'R' keys to move the

yellow box under the horizonal axis as in the previous

option to select a segment and have its flow variable

displayed in detail in another window. Each window displayed

shows only the results for one lane. Press the ENTER key to

display the curves for additional lanes.

5.15

Enter wgmMt I of next gwnt for which curvs wi ll
be shmml
1 :2 n at 2 : 3 r4 si
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Fig. 5.18 Window for showing Flow variables vs

Distance and Time

On-ramps, off-ramps and auxiliary lanes have curves
displayed in different colors. These colors should be
matched with the color bars within the segment displayed at
the upper left corner of the window.

To exit from the display window and return to the menu,

simply press the ESC key.

5,13 Display table of MOE's

Similar to section 5.9, except that the HMOE's table is

to be displayed (figure 5.19) on screen instead of printing.

To save paper, use this option first before•hoosing the

option of printing MOE's table.
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Fig. 5.19 Display MOE's table on screen

As the MOE's table display on screen, you can use

up/down array keys and page up/down keys to read the table.

To return to the previous menu, just press the ESC key.

5.14 Emulate Flow Conditions

When you choose this option, a <Emulate flow> menu

(fig. 5.20) is displayed on the screen. There are two

values, instantaneous or average density value, you can

choose to emulate. Next a menu with three speed options is

displayed. You can choose ,an on of the three speeds (from

slow to fast), depending on the length of the freeway and

the speed of your computer.

Fig. 5.20 Emulate flow menu

5.17
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Fig. 5.20 Emulate flow menu
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After making a selection, a graphics window is
displayed which emulates the change in the density along the
freeway during the simulation.(fig. 5.21) A freeway is drawn
in the 3i1dow with its lanes filled with different colors.
Ramps along the freeway are represented by arrows pointing
toward- or away from the freeway. The meanings of the colors
depends on the density value and are shown in the upper part
of the window. The color changes for each time slice as
arrows move along the freeway from the upstream end to the
downstream end. The distance shown in the upper window is'

the distance from the beginning of the freeway to the
location of the arrows. The- sgment shown in the upper right
corner of the window is e' segment in which the arrows are

located. Each segment along the freeway i- played as the
arrows pass through it.

Temporarily stop the arrows by pressing the 'P' key

(for pause) and resume the movement of arrows by pressing

t4.e ENTER key. At any time, pressing ESC will stop the
emulation and return you to the previous menu.

Fig. 5.21 Window for emulate Flow
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5.15 Create output file for LOTUS

In order to create LOTUS spreadsheet files for KRONOS
simulation results, you must have LOTUS release 2 or a later
release installed in your computer. A path must be set up
for LOTUS so that it can be started from any directory of

4KRONOS. (refer to LOTUS manual for how to set up a path)

When you choose this option, a <Create output file for

LOTUS> menu(fig. 5.22) is displayed on the screen. From this

menu, you can -c4- create a driver file for Flow vs.

Distance and time only, Speed vs. Distance and time only,

Density vs. Distance and time only or average values of the

above three.

After selecting one of the options, quit this menu and

wait for making a LOTUS spreadsheet file. (fig. 5.23) After

exiting LOTUS, the program returns to the Kronos output

menu.

t: P O~t f Ilm: tem
Diil Flai iu. diitae ad tim eta: 7-18-91
P int Spi'i w s .m istanc aud tim ty isn frosySiMa i

in aitu M. distam aMd tim otl s.t: 9
Prit An. FlomwVa us. iutan aM tim ?o1 Lath w 1
ispid A. Speed s. dlstam sa tim Simiuatim TItNaiu): 66 I
DiX .q asitt us . ilstan ia 1 tm I af tim sliM : 3 e ;

.I t it flatir e l iod(tafa): 3
_ul_ %t SImlation option:

uit

Fig. 5.22 Menu for Creating output file for LOTUS
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A -
Simlatton Dte : 7-8-%
heta Uacriptlo Louo Interftac fmDo.
Flow .ariables : Flo (weh/homr-lane)

Segmnt SE'M T aacM. Simalation Ti
ID. MU Da urance 8 5S

(manlliM) SemwMrt 1 19 12 L 2l
(mial iA) Sa9Wnti 1 28 129 12
(MCalinm) Segnffti 1 39 12B 12
(aminlirn) SegpnIt 1 40 1283 t

(malim) SegmentZ 2 S 123 1238
(miniim) Segmentt2 2 1238 123

Fig. 5.23 LOTUS spreadsheet for KRONOS output

5.16 Create X.Y.Z ASCII file for output

The menu of this option is shown in figure 5.24. This

option is used to create an ASCII file with flow, density or
speed of main line freeway arranged in the format as in

figure 5.25.

The file can be used for making contours. It serves as

input to some commerical contour plotting programs.

Fig. 5.24 Menu for creating X,Y,Z ASCII

output files
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m mr-*--

as l, lat
8, 3 M, 18188, sm, toleu . .i 11

8, 5fB, 118
8, 688, 1858
8, 78 8,, 1288
8, 88M, 1288
1, 188, 1188
1, 288, M 128

g. 5.25 Format of X,Y,Z output files

5.17 Return to input model

Returns to the data entry program. (•i' os main menu)

5.18 Return to System

This option exits the program and returns to the first

menu of Kronos. Choose Quit option in this menu to return to

the DOS operating system.

5.21
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